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Preamble  
This thesis deals with thermo-dynamical studies of dilution refrigerator leading to the 

design and developments of a dilution refrigerator. A thermal model of dilution 

refrigerator has been established using numerical simulation which allowed us to carry out 

a comprehensive study of time dependent analysis of transitory phase. The simulation was 

used for design and optimization of the dilution refrigerator, which was built and tested in 

laboratory as a part of this thesis work. 

The introductory Chapter 1 describes briefly the historical development of 

thermodynamic process for producing low temperature, more specifically the process 

involved in development of dilution refrigerator.  A property of helium isotopic mixture 

relevant to dilution refrigerator has been discussed. Also working principles of dilution 

process and its practical implementation for producing sub-Kelvin temperatures is 

presented in this chapter. Different thermo-dynamical models of dilution refrigerator and 

their limitations are also briefly discussed in this chapter.  

In Chapter 2 different components of dilution refrigerator which were designed 

and fabricated are described. The chapter also highlights the design features and 

performance of each component in the perspective of the present work. The operational 

procedures necessary to identify the transient simulation carried out in the present work 

are also described in this chapter. 

In Chapter 3, complete thermal model of dilution refrigerator and analysis under 

steady state have been described. The possible factors responsible for performance 

degradation of dilution refrigerator are identified. Finally our simulation results as well as 

results based on other existing models are compared with available experimental data. 
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In Chapter 4 the transient process during cool down and phase separation leading 

to steady state configuration is discussed. For this, steady state simulation is extended by 

introducing additional time variable. The results are compared with measured values of 

cool down time during experimental run.  

Finally Chapter 5 contains a summary of the work done in this thesis and 

identifies possible areas for future studies.   
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Synopsis 

Dilution refrigerator is a device that can achieve and maintain continuous refrigeration in 

the millikelvin temperature range with substantial cooling power. It is uniquely qualified 

for continuous cooling required for advanced research and emerging technologies. This is 

the only refrigerating method for temperature below 0.3 K and can run uninterruptedly 

over months. In addition, magnetic fields often needed in low temperature experiments 

have negligible effects on its performance. Today dilution refrigerators are the essential 

part of virtually all apparatus for achieving and maintaining temperature of less than 0.3 

K. Low temperature quest in terms of strange physical phenomena in experimental physics 

and technology are really not possible without sufficient knowledge on the properties of 

matters at low temperature. A good many properties of matter are revealed only at sub-

Kelvin temperature. For example super fluidity in 3He occurs only at sub-Kelvin 

temperature range. Behavior of materials that are obscured by thermal motion at relatively 

higher temperature can be studied in great details down to sub-Kelvin temperature. The 

active research area includes quantization of lattice vibrations (phonons), electronic 

excitations, superconductivity, super fluidity, dilute magnetic alloys and many aspects of 

magnetism. Radiation and particle detectors are cooled to a temperature of several 

hundredth of Kelvin that finds various applications due to high sensitivity and energy 

resolutions at this temperature range.  Several frontier experiments in Physics, such as 

nuclear orientation experiments, gravitational wave antennas, cryogenic dark matter 

detectors and precision observation of rare events like the suspected neutrino less double 

beta decay are in need of dilution refrigerators to maintain sub-Kelvin temperatures.  

 Following the liquefaction of 4He in 1908 by Kamerlingh Onnes[1], it was 

successfully used further to achieve low temperature by reducing its vapour pressure. By 
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conventional evaporative method, temperature as low as 0.9 K are readily obtainable. 

There are difficulties in achieving temperature further down with liquid 4He by 

evaporative cooling since the vapour pressure of liquid helium decreases rapidly below 

1K. The other difficulty is the presence of the super fluid 4He that creeps up along the wall 

at these temperature regimes until it reaches to some higher temperature. This results in an 

extra loading to the pumping system without enhancing to the cooling capacity. The other 

rare isotope of helium i.e. 3He  having boiling point at 3.2 K was first liquefied in 1948 by 

Sydoriak, Grilly, and Hammel[2].  The vapour pressure of liquid 3He is much higher than 

that of liquid 4He over the operating temperature zone. For example, the vapour pressure 

of 3He at 0.71 K is about 1.5 mbar, which is around 103 times more than that of liquid He4. 

The conventional evaporative cooling with liquid 3He provides temperature as low as 

0.2K. The problem associated with superfluid film creeping does not occur with liquid 3He 

in this temperature range.  A third common method of obtaining low temperatures is using 

adiabatic demagnetization of paramagnetic salts which can produce temperature as low as 

2 mK. However the primary drawback of this demagnetization method is requirement of 

its intermittent operation unlike dilution refrigerator which operates in continuous mode. 

Further, application of external magnetic field as may be required for low temperature 

experiments affects its performance. The poor thermal conductivity of the paramagnetic 

salt limits to achieve the thermal equilibrium leading to temperature gradients and long 

thermal relaxation time in the sub-Kelvin temperature range. 

 In 1951, H. London [3] proposed a new cooling process which makes use of the 

entropy of mixing of 3He and 4He at low temperatures. London pointed out that the 

dilution of either 3He in 4He or vice versa is analogous to the adiabatic expansion of gas. 

Following the concept of London, a group at Leiden University built the first refrigerator 

in 1965 and reached a temperature as low as 0.22 K, the lowest temperature obtained with 
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3He / 4He isotopic mixture. Following the developments of dilution refrigerator at Leiden, 

many such units are developed and are under operation in various laboratories all over the 

world.  

 Dilution refrigerator uses an isotopic mixture of 3He and 4He which undergoes 

phase separation below about 0.85 K into 3He -rich (concentrated) and a 3He -poor phase 

(dilute). Owing to a large zero point motion of 3He compared to 4He because of its smaller 

mass, it has a higher vapor pressure than 4He at all temperatures.  Moreover at sub-Kelvin 

temperature, almost all of the 4He atoms occupy the ground state orbital of the system and 

act as inert superfluid 4He background through which the 3He particle moves in dilution 

refrigerator. Concentrated, 3He -rich phase is less dense than dilute phase and floats over 

the dilute phase. The amount of 3He in dilute phase under equilibrium is about 6%, 

whereas the concentration of 4He in the concentrated phase is negligibly small. By 

pumping the 3He atoms from the dilute phase, the equilibrium is disturbed and 3He atoms 

have to cross the phase boundary to restore equilibrium. The energy required to evaporate 

3He from concentrated phase to dilute phase is extracted from the fluids resulting in 

cooling of the system.  

 The dilution refrigerator system has mainly four distinct components, 1) 1K-pot, 

where 4He condenses, 2) Still, a container filled with 3He /4He solution in dynamic 

equilibrium with its vapour phase, 3) Heat exchanger, where the incoming concentrate 

phase cools by transferring heat to the returning dilute phase and 4) Mixing chamber, the 

coldest part where interface between the concentrated and dilute phases is situated. 

However gas circulation and handling system at room temperature also happens to be an 

important component of the system. The functioning of a dilution refrigerator primarily 

concerns with the condensation of circulating gas mixture and occurrence of phase 

separation within the mixing chamber.  Dilution refrigerator starts with condensation of 
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isotopic gas mixture, which takes an hour or so to reach equilibrium at temperature of 

about 1.2-1.5 K. At this temperature, 4He becomes superfluid and 3He begins to condense.  

Based on the desired base temperature and cooling power of the refrigerator, an isotopic 

mixture of 3He and 4He is prepared. As the 3He molecules are pumped out from the still, 

temperature of the mixture gradually reduces leading to phase separation at high 

temperature end of concentrated channel of the heat exchanger. This eventually leads to 

the propagation of interface toward the mixing chamber. The performance of the system 

primarily depends on the effectiveness of the condenser, heat exchanger, initial isotopic 

gas composition, still heater power and the circulating system. 

The available cooling power at the required sub-Kelvin temperature is the most 

important parameter of a dilution refrigerator. Various models have been developed to 

predict the cooling power of a dilution refrigerator as a function of the mixing chamber 

temperature. The available cooling power in continuous process of operation depends on 

the effective cooling of incoming 3He to the temperature of mixing chamber. Smaller flow 

rate of circulating 3He provides insufficient number of atoms that crosses the phase 

boundary resulting low cooling power. However, for higher flow rate, the concentrated 

stream (3He) is not cooled sufficiently in the heat exchanger and gives additional heat load 

into the mixing chamber. As a consequence, there is a optimum 3He flow rate for which 

maximum cooling power is achieved. Niinikoski[4] was the first to derive the theoretical 

model of dilution refrigerator which takes into account the finite efficiency of heat 

exchanger.  The thermodynamic model proposed by Niinikoski allows one to calculate the 

mixing chamber temperature as a function of heat load and heat exchanger surface area at 

the optimum flow rate. Frossati[5] and co-workers derived the analytical solution which 

expresses the base temperature of the refrigerator in terms of the Kapitza resistance in the 

heat exchanger, 3He circulation rate and the heat leak to the mixing chamber. The model 
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developed by Frossati, however, does not correctly take into account the characteristics of 

the heat exchanger. Frossati’s model may thus yield reasonable results for very high and 

very low flow rates, but not for moderate flow conditions. The difficulty arises from a 

somewhat unrealistic assumption on the temperature profiles in the concentrated and dilute 

side of heat exchangers. This drawback is further improved by Takano [6] considering 

suitable boundary conditions that describe properly the temperature profile along the heat 

exchanger. Another method based on nodal modeling technique has been developed at 

CERN in the framework of project which aims at developing powerful dilution 

refrigerators for future generations of cryogenic dark matter detector arrays [7]. In this 

model, the dilution refrigerator is considered as a number of discrete nodes which are 

linked by conductors. A solution is then obtained by solving for thermal equilibrium.   

 The present work describes the dovetail of all components of the dilution 

refrigerator making up a complete closed cycle simulation where the boundary conditions 

are fixed by the performance of other ancillary components. The calculation takes care of 

any flow condition which might occur in practice. Hence, in the thesis a numerical model 

has been developed for dilution refrigerator based on the thermodynamics of the 3He/4He 

isotopic mixture. The required cooling power is determined in combination with heat 

dissipation obtained from the experiment and the residual heat load due to mechanical 

vibration, etc.                                                                                                          

 While some scattered results of discrete analyses of the thermo-dynamical 

processes related to dilution refrigeration have been published, a comprehensive and 

closed thermodynamic process simulation of dilution refrigeration from room temperature 

down to the base temperature of less than 50mK has not been done so far. Further, no 

detailed study to investigate the time dependent manifestation of transitory phases has 

been made earlier. All these practical considerations have been addressed by developing a 
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comprehensive numerical simulation model SIDFO (Simulation of Integrated Dilution 

Refrigerator for Optimization) [8]. It yields several unique results of the underlying 

phenomena occurring at various stages of the very low temperature process. The presence 

of 4He in the circulating gas and its consequences for the generalized cooling power is 

thoroughly examined and revisited. In addition, the simulation also takes into account the 

effect of arbitrary flow rates in the circulating 3He gas on the resulting performance. The 

interplay between the still power and flow rate on the cooling power and the mixing 

chamber temperature is also investigated in details. The simulation code has been 

benchmarked by verifying the results from SIDFO with the measurements obtained from 

dilution refrigerator systems which have been designed, built and tested at different 

laboratories. The results of SIDFO is also compared with models developed by others like 

Frossati and Takano and is found to yield better results while estimating cooling power 

with traces of 4He in the circulating gas under different flow conditions. The 

thermodynamic property of helium isotopic mixture has been compiled for temperature 

range down to sub-Kelvin from several literatures for the purpose of simulation. The fact 

that these properties vary with both temperature and concentration make them difficult to 

study using analytical approach due to its inherent limitations.   

 The transient process during cool down has also been extensively studied that 

involves phase separation of 3He/4He mixture into concentrated and dilute solutions [9]. 

The base temperature is obtained following the phase separation in an iterative way from a 

homogenous mixture of liquid 3He and super fluid 4He.  The transient behaviour provides 

various thermodynamic process parameters responsible for the optimal cool-down and 

operation of the machine. The simulation also takes care of the intricate relationships 

among the subsystems and provides a better understanding for trouble shooting during 

operation of the refrigerator.  The importance of the 3He /4He composition in the mixer, 
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the flow rate and the still power on the phase separation has been thoroughly investigated 

and details are presented. The consequences of several relevant thermodynamic 

parameters and the composition of isotopic mixture for successful operation of the dilution 

refrigerator are set forth here.  

 The design, analysis and optimization of a dilution refrigerator system which is 

developed at VECC, Kolkata are carried out using SIDFO. The refrigerator is designed to 

achieve minimum temperature of less than 50mK. The designed flow rate at steady state is 

about 20 micro-moles/secs with maximum flow of about 200 micro-moles/sec. The tube-

in-tube helical heat exchanger is used for transferring heat between incoming concentrate 

and returning dilute solution from mixing chamber. As a way of maintaining the desired 

circulation, condensing pressure, impedance and flow rate in the 1K-pot were designed 

using SIDFO. The 1K-pot with flow impedance has been fabricated and successfully 

tested and cooling power of 18mW at 1.2K is obtained [10]. The heater power in the still 

for a given flow rate yielding maximum cooling power is derived through simulation. 

Selection of suitable still heater power and still temperature during cool-down is optimized 

so as to attain the steady state temperature in minimum time. To ensure the maximum 

possible heat exchange between the concentrated and dilute phase, the effective surface 

area, the flow rate and tube sizing, etc. have been optimized  using SIDFO.  

 The thermo dynamical analysis of steady state and transient processes through 

SIDFO has helped us to conceptualize and design a complete dilution refrigeration system. 

The results of simulation were compared with experimental data derived from 

measurements carried out with our dilution refrigerator. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1   Historical Survey 

The properties of materials are controlled to a large extent by thermal lattice vibrations. 

Thermal vibrations greatly influence the elastic, magnetic and transport properties of 

solids and therefore to study materials the temperature often needs to be lowered to a point 

where the thermal lattice vibrations are drastically reduced. In particular, electron-phonon 

interactions, which are extremely important in the transport properties of solids, will 

normally be observable only at very low temperatures. The lower the temperature, the 

larger are the chances to detect these interactions. Many subtle behaviors of materials can 

be comprehendible only after matter is cooled to the sub-Kelvin range or even lower 

temperatures. For example, unusual phase transition in matter such as super fluidity in 3He 

manifest only at millikelvin temperature.  

 Helium evaporation is an important cooling technique. The lowest temperature it 

can reach is limited by the vapour pressure. Since the vapour pressure decreases 

exponentially with falling temperature, cooling by evaporation of 4He liquid only allows 

us to reach a temperature of about 1K. Below this temperature, the vapour pressure is very 

small, so very little would evaporate. Because of the lower mass of the 3He atom, it has 

higher vapour pressure and therefore higher vaporisation rate. Hence, we can reach further 

down to 0.3K, if we use 3He instead of 4He. Cooling below 0.3K is not possible by 

conventional refrigeration technique. Another method of obtaining low temperatures uses 

adiabatic demagnetization of paramagnetic materials which is capable of reaching 
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extremely low temperatures. However, low temperature is attained only for short time-

intervals and thus it is a one-shot process. Furthermore, application of external magnetic 

field as may be required for low temperature experiments affects its performance. All 

these methods provide different low temperature, cooling power, and the time dependent 

stability and control of temperature. Each of these techniques has its advantages in some 

cases and disadvantages for others.  

 Dilution refrigerator is uniquely qualified to provide continuous cooling in the 

millikelvin temperatures with substantial cooling power. It can produce a stable base 

temperature of few millikelvin to serve as a starting point for very low temperature 

experiments. The concept of a 3He/4He mixture being used for the cooling process in 

dilution refrigerator was first proposed by Heinz London in 1951[2]. It was thought as a 

dramatic macroscopic quantum effect, predicting a cooling process resulting from the 

mixing of particles following two different statistical thermodynamic laws. London 

suggested that perhaps the demagnetization of paramagnetic salts was not the only method 

to reach lower temperatures. However with the discovery of phase separation in liquid 

3He/4He mixtures below 0.8°K by Waiters and Fairbank [3] in 1956 meant that a more 

powerful cooling process analogous to liquid evaporation was available where two layers 

of liquid were formed below 0.8 °K temperature, 3He rich floating on top of the 4He rich 

phase. The upper 3He rich phase plays the part of the liquid and the lower dilute phase 

plays the part of the vapour, whereas the osmotic pressure of the solution plays the part of 

the vapour pressure. This phase separation was a year later visualised in a glass apparatus 

by Zinove’va and Peashkov [4]. However already in 1948 Daunt, Probst and Johnston had 

observed some kind of osmotic pressure in solution of 3He in superfluid 4He [5].  A 

complete analysis of thermodynamics of the helium isotopic mixtures (3He/4He) was given 

in 1960 by de Bruyn, Oubutor, Taconis, Le pair and Beenakker [6].  With the discovery of 
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a 3He /4He phase separation at low temperatures, London suggested the clear feasibility of 

a continuous dilution cooling process. In 1962, London and co-workers suggested some 

experimental techniques for building such a refrigerator with possible methods of re-

circulating 3He in order to provide continuous cooling [7]. This involves dilution across 

the phase boundary at a low temperature and re-concentration of 3He by distillation at a 

higher temperature and re-circulating 3He for continuous refrigeration.  The atoms of 3He 

dissolves into the lower superfluid phase at the phase separation surface and "'evaporates" 

as an ideal gas resulting in the cooling effect. Londons designs use separate 3He 

refrigerators to re-condense the gas from the distillation chamber called still. Hall [8] 

suggested that the separate 3He refrigerator may be eliminated and the 3He from the still be 

recompressed at room temperature and condensed at 1K in 4He bath. By the late 1960's, 

several groups had reported construction of dilution type refrigerators. At the LT9 

conference Das and co-workers [9] reported the first dilution refrigerator built at Leiden 

which obtained a temperature of 0.22K but was not very impressive.  A year later, in 1965, 

Edwards, Brewer, Sel- igman, Scertic and Yagub [10] made the very important discovery 

that even at absolute zero 6.4% of 3He remained dissolved in the superfluid 4He. It meant 

that even at absolute zero temperature there is still an osmotic pressure and hence 3He 

could evaporate into the superfluid phase.  

 The first truly successful dilution refrigerators were built in 1966 by two 

independent groups. One of these was Neganov et.al. [11] who obtained a low temperature 

of  25m K with a large set up and later reached to temperature of 8mK The other group 

was Hall et. al. [8] who obtained a low temperature of 50mK. It is the Kapitza heat 

resistance between the liquid helium and the wall of the heat exchanger that finally limits 

the attainable temperature. Subsequently, research effort was focussed on the construction 

of very effective heat exchangers with large surface to volume ratio. And considerable 
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effort was spent in optimizing the performance of the various parts of the dilution 

refrigerator. In 1968 Wheatley, Vilches and Abel [12] introduced sintered copper, a porous 

sponge, to increase effective surface between liquid and metal wall. The dilution 

refrigerator built by Vilches and Wheatley achieved a continuous operating temperature of 

20mK. After optimizing their heat exchangers and experimenting with a wide variety of 

geometries and construction materials, Vilches and Wheatley constructed a dilution 

refrigerator with a cooling capacity of 100 µW which could be operated continuously at 

10mK [13, 14]. It could also be operate in a single cycle mode by removing 3He from a 

mixture without recycling the 3He. This obtained the temperature of 4.5 mK for at least 30 

minutes [15]. This design represents the current state of the art in 3He/4He dilution 

refrigerators. Wheatley formed a company called the S.H.E. Corporation and markets a 

line of commercially manufactured dilution refrigerator systems and support components. 

Niinikoski was quite successful in obtaining very high cooling power by introducing 

copper sponge heat exchangers provided with a hole to decrease the impedance to the flow 

[16].  In terms of 3He circulating machine the most successful improvements are due to the 

Grenoble group who worked with the idea of continuous, perfect heat exchangers. Here 

large specific areas (surface to volume ratio) were obtained with silver powder by 

evaporating it in a partial pressure of an inert gas. More than 10 m2 / cm3 for a 400 Å 

diameter particle size are obtained after this sintering process. Currently the lowest 

temperature they achieved is 2mK. An improvement of the 3He circulation circuit in the 

refrigerator has been explored since 1976 and is still studied. In 1972 Richardson and Lee 

[17] discovered the superfluidity of 3He below 2.6mK. Soon many low temperature 

laboratories concentrated their attention on the behaviour of superfluid 3He with its 

complicated new and unexpected phase diagram and other related extraordinary features. 
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However there are many dilution refrigerator under construction or operating but they are 

based on the general design of the earlier refrigerator.  

1.2   Properties of  3He/4He Mixtures 

Helium is the second lightest element and it has two stable isotopes, 4He and 3He, of 

which 4He is the more abundant on earth. Because of the small mass and the complete 

electron shell structure of the atom, the inter-atomic bonds are weak compared to the zero 

point energy, which makes helium unique in several ways. At low temperature, quantum 

mechanical effects are strong and govern the helium physics. Both the isotopes remain 

liquid even at absolute zero under its own vapour pressure. Although solid state too can be 

achieved but at considerably high pressure (2.5 MPa for 4He and 3.4 MPa for 3He).  Also 

their boiling points are the lowest known (4.2 K for 4He and 3.19 for 3He at saturated 

vapour pressure). The difference of mass of two helium isotopes results in different zero-

point motions and follows different statistics which helps to understand their properties at 

low temperature. The 4He atom has integer spin and is governed by Bose-Einstein 

statistics. 3He on the other hand, has a half integer spin and is governed by Fermi-Dirac 

statistics. At temperature of about 2 K (2.17K at saturated pressure), 4He goes through 

what is known as a λ-transition. This transition is analogous to Bose-Einstein 

condensation. Above the   λ-transition temperature, 4He behaves like a normal fluid, which 

is designated as He-I. Its behaviour, however, is quite different below λ-transition 

temperature, where it is designated as He-II. He-II exhibits a viscosity several orders of 

magnitude less than that of normal liquid and an apparent thermal conductivity several 

orders of magnitude greater than normal liquid. It is frequently modelled as being made of 

two fluids – a superfluid and a normal fluid. The superfluid carries no entropy and exhibits 

no viscosity. The normal fluid has a viscosity and entropy equal to the actual liquid 
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entropy. The number densities of the superfluid and the normal fluid sum up to the density 

of fluid. The superfluid density is zero at 2.17K, whereas normal fluid density is zero at 0 

K, when all the 4He atoms are in the ground state. Although superfluidity is also observed 

in 3He, it occurs at very low temperature, i.e. below 3mK. Since this is beyond the reach of 

dilution refrigerator using 3He/4He mixture, the present work 3He is assumed to be normal 

fluid. 

 Helium mixtures have even more diverse systems than pure isotopes. Experiments 

have shown that 3He is not miscible in 4He for all concentrations and temperatures. 

However, phase separation of 3He /4He isotopic mixture below 0.87K produces two layers 

of liquid: a lighter 3He rich one floating on top of the 4He rich phase. The phase separation 

opens a great possibility for cooling as specifically indicated by London et al., in their 

paper of 1962 [2]. Three independent thermodynamic variables are required for the binary 

mixture of 3He and 4He to describe the thermodynamic state and its behaviour. It is 

conveniently chosen to be the temperature (T), pressure (P) and molar 3He concentration 

(x). Figure 1.1 showing the phase diagram of 3He/4He mixture at saturated vapour 

pressure, in T-x plane. The left vertical axis describe pure 4He. Below the λ-point, at 2.17 

K, pure 4He is superfluid. In region II (see figure 1.1), on the left side of the λ-curve, the 

4He component in the mixture is superfluid. On the right side of this curve, in region I, the 

4He in the solution is a normal fluid. It is seen that the super fluid phase transition of liquid 

4He is depressed, if we dilute the Bose liquid 4He with the Fermi liquid 3He. Eventually 

the 4He super fluidity ceases to exist for 3He concentrations above 67%. At this 

concentration and at temperature of 0.87K the λ-line meets the phase separation line. 

Below 0.87K the phenomena of phase separation occur where the two isotopes are only 

miscible for certain limiting concentrations, which depend on the temperature. The shaded 

phase separation region III in the figure 1.1 is a non-accessible range of temperatures and  
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Figure 1.1 Phase diagram of liquid 3He/4He mixtures at saturated vapour pressure with 

three different regions. Fermi temperature TF of 3He is also shown. 

 

concentrations for helium mixtures. Even though the two helium isotopes are chemically 

identical, the lighter 3He occupies larger volume due to larger zero point motion and thus 

the binding energy for any 3He atom is stronger in surroundings of 4He atoms. Because of 

Fermi statistics and Pauli exclusion principal the effective binding energy of 3He atom 

amongst the 4He atoms decreases with concentration, until a value close to that of a pure 

3He system is reached and 3He rich phase is formed. The available states for Bosonic 4He 

atoms are not limited by quantum statistics. So the separated mixture has two phases:  one 

rich with 3He and the other rich with 4He. The 3He rich phase is called simply concentrate 

phase and it becomes pure 3He as the temperature approaches zero. The phase with more 

Region-I 

Region-II 

Region-III 
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4He is called dilute phase and its 3He concentration remains finite even at absolute zero 

temperature. This finite solubility of 3He even at absolute zero temperature enables the 

dilution process to be carried out at any low temperature.  

The heat capacity of both isotopes and their solution is an important property. At 

low temperatures the properties of materials are strongly influenced by statistical or 

quantum effects. This is particularly important for the specific heat of helium isotopes. 

The isotope of 4He has nuclear spin I=0, such a Bose liquid will undergoes a so called 

Bose condensation in momentum space which corresponds to its transition to the 

superfluid state. As a result its entropy and heat capacity decreases rapidly with reducing 

temperature, due to relative absence of excitations in particular the lack of rotons below 

0.6K. Also this results in 4He component being in its ground state and acts only as an inert 

environment for the Fermi gas of 3He quasiparticles in dilute solution. In the 3He /4He   

mixture, 4He contributes to the volume of the liquid and to the effective mass of dissolved 

isotope of 3He but has a negligible heat capacity. In the dilute phase 3He behaves as a 

classical ideal gas and the 4He entropy is negligible.  

The rare and lighter isotope 3He with its nuclear spin I=1/2 obeys Fermi statistics and the 

Pauli principle similar to conduction electrons in metal and the Fermi temperature is of the 

order 1K (see figure 1.1). The 3He atoms cannot undergo Bose condensation into super 

fluid state as the Bosons 4He does. However, there exists a weak attractive interaction 

between 3He atoms at very low temperatures T < 3mK which gives rise to pairing of two 

3He atoms. The paired 3He atoms then behave like bosons and can undergo a transition 

into a super fluid state. The properties of liquid 3He at low temperatures are fundamentally 

different from those of 4He. At low temperatures the 3He component behaves as a 

degenerate Fermi gas, this leads to a specific heat of dilute solution which is high 

compared to pure 3He and pure 4He as shown in figure 1.2. This property together with the 
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solubility of 3He in 4He at zero temperature, leads to a relatively high osmotic pressure in 

the 3He /4He mixture. Below the Fermi temperature, entropy of the dilute phase is directly 

proportional to temperature and the osmotic pressures has quadratic temperature 

dependence (figure 1.3) and are measurable quantities.  

 

Figure 1.2 Specific heat C/RT of 3He and of two dilute solutions of 3He in 4He at saturated 

vapour pressure [13, 27]. In this figure C is specific heat per total number of helium moles. 

 

The suggestion that 3He would behave as a Fermi gas in the super fluid 4He was 

first made by Landau and Pomeranchuk [18]. The thermodynamic properties of weakly 

interacting Fermi-Dirac gas are in very good agreement with all existing experimental data 

on 3He/4He solutions for temperature below 1.5K. Edwards et al., [10] showed that the 

specific heat data fitted  very well at all temperatures by treating the 3He as Fermions with 
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an effective mass m* which is 2.5 times the mass of 3He atom, and is a measure of its 

interaction with the surrounding. The Fermi-Dirac gas model shows excellent promise for 

predicating the thermodynamic properties of 3He in liquid 3He/4He solution at all 

temperatures. In this description 3He is treated as an interacting quasi-particle Fermi gas 

with a pressure equal to the osmotic pressure of 3He in 4He. The general property of 

interest is that the enthalpy of pure 3He is less than that of mixtures of 3He in 4He so that 

an adiabatic dilution of 3He in 3He /4He solution results in a cooling process. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 T2 - x diagram giving the lines of constant osmotic pressure П (solid lines and 

value in Pa) and lines of constant osmotic enthalpy (dotted lines and value in J/mole). 
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Radebaugh published a comprehensive text on the thermodynamics underlying 

3He/4He dilution refrigeration with a compilation of the properties of the working fluid in 

1967 [28]. Some of the Radebaughs property values were later found to be inconsistent 

with subsequent experimental measurements of the osmotic pressure and osmotic enthalpy 

[22]. In 1985 Kuerten et al [22] developed calculation scheme quite similar to 

Radebaugh’s in that they treated the 3He component as an ideal Fermi gas too. However, 

they used experimentally determined values of osmotic pressure instead of Radebaugh’s 

theoretical model. They determined thermodynamic properties only for temperatures 

below 0.25K and 3He mole fraction below 8%, because it was clear by that time (from 

experiments) that the theory for dilute solution of 3He in 4He did not extend up to the 

temperatures and concentrations covered by Radebaugh.  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Vapour pressures of liquid 3He and liquid 4He 

Owing to the smaller mass of 3He, the influence of the zero-point energy is more 

pronounced for 3He, giving rise to its lower boiling point, smaller density, smaller latent 
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heat of evaporation and larger vapour pressure. The relative vapour pressure of 3He and 

4He is given in figure 1.4. For typical still temperature of 0.7K or less, the vapour pressure 

of 3He is about 103 times that of 4He. The enrichment factor for distilling 3He from 

3He/4He mixture depends directly on the ratio of   3He and 4He vapour pressure. Thus the 

fractional distillation is a powerful means of separating 3He and is a convenient method 

for separation 3He in dilute refrigerators for close cycle circulation.  

In a 3He circulating dilution refrigerator 3He flows through the super fluid 4He 

background of 4He. As such there is no generally accepted model for the hydrodynamics 

of 3He/4He mixtures. Though, there is a mechanical vacuum model by Wheatley [13], in 

which it is assumed that there is no dissipative interaction between 3He and 4He. The 

validity of this model was confirmed at low 3He velocity [19], however it was not valid at 

higher 3He velocity [20, 21]. As at higher 3He velocity mutual friction arises from the 

interaction between the 3He particles and quantised vortices in 4He. There is a continuous 

transition from the mechanical vacuum model to a mutual friction model [22]. However in 

the intermediate regime of 3He velocity, the combined- dissipation of mutual friction and 

viscous force are both important, whereas in both extreme cases of 3He velocity one force 

dominates the other.  Some measurements show that for 3He/4He mixtures no mutual 

friction occurred below a certain critical 3He velocity [23]. This depends on the diameter 

of the flow channel. This mutual friction between 3He and 4He components plays an 

important role in dilution refrigerator.  

The transport properties of liquid 3He in the Fermi-liquid temperature range, too, 

show a distinct T-dependence. Thermal conductivity increases as   at T<< TF and 

viscosity increases as  in the low milikelvin temperature range above its super fluid 

transition, making 3He a very viscous but well-conducting fluid at low temperatures. 
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However, viscous heating of 3He diffusing through the dilute phase is a limiting factor in 

determining the minimum temperature of the mixing chamber [14]. Though, the effect of 

viscous heating is negligible unless under very low temperature of less than 10mK.  

Heat flow between two materials at low temperatures is impeded by a thermal 

boundary resistance which is known as the Kapitza boundary resistance when one of the 

materials is liquid helium. [24, 25, 26]. The thermal boundary resistance establishes a 

temperature discontinuity at the boundary whenever there is a heat flow. This temperature 

steps is given by 

훥푇 = 푅 	푄̇ 

where 푅 	 is the thermal boundary resistance or Kapitza resistance, named after the 

Russian physicist P. Kapitza who discovered this thermal boundary resistance in 1941 for 

the case of liquid helium in contact with solid. In the different materials acoustic like mis-

match of the thermal phonons suggest that there should be a thermal boundary resistance 

however predictions of this theory differ by several orders of magnitude from 

experimental results. For helium/solid interfaces, the acoustic impedances are 휌 푣 = 10  

g/(cm2.s) for solid materials and  휌 푣 = 10  g/(cm2.s) for liquid helium. However critical 

angle of incidence at which phonons from helium may enter the solid is very small. The 

combination of acoustic mis-match and small critical angle severely limits the energy 

exchange between helium and other solid materials.  This thermal Kapitza resistance, 

increases drastically at lower temperatures and sets a practical limit for cooling helium by 

external means.  A rigorous treatment of the boundary resistance due to acoustic mismatch 

has to take into account the structure and properties of solid and of helium near to the 

interface and also the excitations there. However surface excitations as well as deviation 

from crystalline structure and compression of helium resulting from the Van der Waals 

attraction of the solid may influence the transmission coefficient for phonons. The thermal 
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boundary resistance varies as  푅 ∞	1 (퐴푇 ) and is the most severe obstacle for 

establishing thermal contact between helium and other substances at T < 1K, where A is 

the contact surface area.  The only way to compensate for the decreased conductance is to 

increase the interface area A, across where the heat is transferred. This is mostly done by 

using heat exchangers made from sintered metal powders.  

1.3   Working principle of Dilution refrigerator 

To carry out research at very low temperature it is necessary to have a refrigerator that 

cools down to the required temperature and operates continuously for days or weeks as 

long as the experiment continue and should preferably be automated. All these 

requirements are almost reliably fulfilled by dilution refrigerator. It is a device that can 

achieve and maintain temperature as low as a few milikelvin continuously with sufficient 

cooling power. It is the workhorse of the milikelvin temperature range and relies on the 

unique properties of 3He/4He mixtures (see section 1.2). It takes advantage of the low 

temperature behaviour of the 3He/4He isotopic mixture below 0.87K, producing phase 

separation between the two isotopes. The lighter liquid rich in 3He is called concentrate 

phase which floats on top of 4He rich phase called the dilute phase. The dilute phase is so 

called because, as the temperature approaches absolute zero, there is a limiting solubility 

of 6.5% 3He in 4He. Continuous cooling by this method is possible because dilute phase 

concentration of 3He  remains at about 6.5% unlike cooling by evaporation, where the 

vapour pressure reduces rapidly with temperature, making it increasingly difficult to 

maintain a reasonable cooling power. The cooling resulting from the dilution process is 

somewhat analogous to the cooling process that occurs when the vapour is pumped from a 

liquid. The upper concentrated phase corresponds to the liquid phase and the lower dilute 

phase corresponds to the less dense gas phase. In an ordinary 3He refrigerator, cooling 
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occurs by evaporation of liquid 3He into less dense 3He gas across the phase boundary, 

where the gas is pumped away. Whereas in dilution refrigerator,  3He atoms moves across 

the phase boundary into the non-interacting 4He background containing the dilute 3He, 

where it is removed by osmotic pressure to the still and eventually pumped away. In a 

pumped liquid 3He refrigerator, the latent heat of evaporation per atom or the energy 

required to remove one atom from the liquid to the gas is weakly temperature dependent 

while the vapour pressure decreases exponentially as the temperature is reduced so that it 

becomes physically difficult to remove sufficient numbers of atoms to achieve cooling. In 

a dilution refrigerator at low temperatures, the concentration of 3He atoms in the dilute 

phase is weakly temperature dependent while the heat of mixing per atom or the energy 

required removing a 3He atom from the 3He phase to dilute 3He phase is proportional to 

the square of the temperature. Since most mechanical pump has a fixed pumping speed for 

a given design pressure range, so the amount of gas pumped or throughput will be 

proportional to the pressure. Hence the cooling available is the product of heat of mixing 

and the amount of gas pumped.  Thus for 3He refrigerator, the cooling capacity decreases 

exponentially with decreasing temperature while for a dilution refrigerator the cooling 

capacity decreases approximately to the square of the temperature. The cooling capacity 

below 0.4K is generally larger for dilution refrigerator than 3He evaporator refrigerator. 

The comparison of cooling power of dilution refrigerator and 3He evaporative cooling 

with the assumption that the same helium gas circulation rate of 5l/sec is taken is shown in 

figure 1.5 for illustration [1].  

Dilution refrigerator can be divided into four main sections: helium evaporator 

(1K- pot), 3He distillation chamber (still), Heat exchanger (HeX) and mixing chamber 

(MC) though the gas circulation and handling system at room temperature is also an 

important part of the dilution refrigerator. The room temperature gas mixture after being 
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successively cooled to 77K and 4.2K condenses inside the 1K pot, a small container which 

is continuously filled with 4He through flow impedance. This is maintained below 1.5 K 

temperature by evaporative cooling of 4He. The condensed liquid after 1K-pot is passed 

down flow-limiting capillary called primary impedance, designed to produce adequate 

pressure drop for condensation to occur. This ensures local pressure above its vapour 

pressure for all designed flow rates.  

 

Figure 1.5 Comparison of cooling power between 3He/4He dilution refrigerator (DR)  

and 3He evaporative cooling 

The still is a container filled with 3He/4He solution which is in dynamic 

equilibrium in its vapour phase. It acts as 3He distillation chamber and is continuously 

pumped through a separate circulating pump. As the still is pumped, difference of vapour 

pressure between the two isotopes leads to 3He being primarily removed from the dilute 

solution of 3He in superfluid 4He. The still is maintained at about 0.6K under steady state 

using a heater. The condensed 3He after 1K-pot further cools down to still temperature. 

Then it enters to the HeX, and is further cooled by exchanging its heat with the returning 
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cold fluid from the mixing chamber. Below 0.8K the mixture of 4He and 3He, phase 

separates into two phases: one is pure 3He and the other is 4He with a small quantity of 

3He which is called dilute phase. The boundary between these two phases sits in the MC, 

the coldest part of the dilution refrigerator. The osmotic pressure of the solution drives the 

3He from the dilute phase of the mixer inside MC through the stationary superfluid 4He to 

the still, where it evaporates and is sucked to the pump inlet. It is energetically favourable 

for 3He in the pure side to move across the phase boundary to replenish 3He in dilute 

solution to maintain equilibrium concentration of ~ 6.5%. This movement of 3He from the 

concentrate phase into the dilute phase results cooling. The performance of HeX plays 

very crucial role for obtaining lower temperature. At low temperature the heat transfer is 

limited by the Kapitza resistance between liquid helium and solid metal surface. It is 

necessary to have maximum surface area for a given volume of the heat exchanger. The 

sintered metal heat exchanger is used to achieve this condition with varying designs.  The 

3He that is pumped off at the still is returned back to the concentrate pure side of the 

mixing chamber by liquefaction at the 1 K-pot and pre-cooled through a series of heat 

exchangers in order to continue the cooling process.  

Gas Handling System (GHS) at room temperature comprises of 3He/4He storage 

system, 3He circulation system, and pumping system for 1K pot.  It includes large 

collection of pumps, pipes, gauges and valves and operates under sub-atmospheric 

pressure of about 100-300 mbars. 

1.4   Review of Previous Work  

Several thermodynamic models of dilution refrigeration have been published in the 

past and is readily available in literature [16, 28-32]. Different models are reviewed, 

compared and the limitations are discussed. Niinikoski presented the first 
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thermodynamic model of dilution refrigerators which permitted to calculate the 

mixing chamber temperature as a function of the heat load and heat exchanger 

surface area at the optimum flow rate [16]. Frossati and co-workers subsequently 

developed a different model for arbitrary 3He flow rate [29, 30] and subsequently 

modified that model [31]. In 1994, Takano published an improvement of Frossati’s 

model [32]. A numerical method using nodal modelling technique has been 

developed at CERN at arbitrary flow rate [33].  

The cooling power 푄̇  of dilution refrigerator as function of the mixing 

chamber temperature,  푇 , and the temperature of liquid 3He that enters the mixing 

chamber, 푇 	, is discussed in several contemporary textbooks [1, 35, and 36]. It 

comes from the energy balance inside the mixing chamber for a 3He molar flow rate 

푚̇  

푄 ̇ = 푚̇ ∗	(퐻 (푇 	) − 퐻 (푇 ))                                       (1.1) 

where 퐻 (푇 	) the enthalpy of the 3He in the saturated dilute solution at the mixing 

chamber temperature  푇 	 and 퐻 (푇 ) is the enthalpy of the concentrated 3He at the 

temperature 푇  of the liquid entering to mixing chamber. It is assumed that the 

temperature of liquid inside the mixing chamber is uniform and equal to 푇 	.  

 At temperature below roughly 50mK the pure liquid 3He and the dilute 3He 

in super fluid 4He are both normal Fermi liquids and so its heat capacity and 

entropy are same and is proportional to temperature. Greywall measured the 

specific heat of pure 3He [37] which can be approximated by the expression 

   퐶 	(푇) = 23 ∗ 푇	
	

           (1.2) 
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And so the enthalpy 퐻 (푇) of pure 3He can be calculated by integrating Eq. (1.2) 

with respect to temperature T and amounts to 

퐻 (푇) = 퐻 (0) + ∫ 퐶 	(푇)푑푇 ′ = 퐻 (0) + 11.5	푇     (1.3) 

The specific heat of dilute solution of 3He has been measured by Anderson et al. 

[27] and can be expressed for each mole of 3He as 

   퐶 	(푇) = 107 ∗ 푇	
	

           (1.4) 

The chemical potential of the two separated phases inside mixing chamber must be 

same. Since chemical potential 휇(푇) = 퐻(푇)− 푇	푆(푇), it is thus possible to write 

퐻 (푇) = 퐻 (푇)− 푇 ∗ ∫ ( ′)
′
		푑푇 ′	+ 푇 ∗ ∫ ( ′)

′
		푑푇 ′     (1.5) 

which is used to calculate the enthalpy 퐻 (푇) of 3He in dilute solution along the 

solubility line: 

퐻 (푇) = 퐻 (0) + 95.5 ∗ 	푇  
	

      (1.6) 

The coefficient may vary slightly, though the discrepancies do not amount to more 

than few percent. This is the saturated enthalpy of 3He in dilute solution present in 

the mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator. However along the heat exchanger 

dilute solution is not saturated and osmotic enthalpy must be used for calculation as 

described later in section 3.2.1  

Eq. (1.1), Eq (1.3) and Eq. (1.6) yield the cooling power of dilution refrigerator put 

forward by Radebaugh [28]: 

   푄 ̇ = 푚̇ ∗ 	(퐻 (푇 	) −퐻 (푇 )) = 푄 ̇ = 푚̇ ∗ (95.5 ∗ 푇 − 11.5 ∗ 	푇 )   (1.7)                                                                    
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If the incoming pure 3He which enters the mixing chamber is at the same 

temperature as the mixing chamber temperature i.e. 푇 = 푇 	, then cooling power is 

given by 

푄 ̇ = 푚̇ ∗ 	84 ∗ 푇 	
	

       (1.8) 

This gives the maximum cooling power at any temperature Tm of the MC. This 

cooling power can only be reached in single-shot operation, when the incoming 

flow of 3He is stopped. Whereas under continuous operation,  it can be achieved in 

a hypothetical dilution refrigerator with an infinite heat exchanger surface area. It 

describes the cooling power of the actual process of 3He atoms crossing an 

isothermal phase boundary into dilute solution and does not take into account the 

heat transported to the mixing chamber by the concentrated stream at its 

temperature	푇 > 푇 	.  The actual temperature 	푇  of the incoming 3He depends on 

how well the liquid is pre-cooled in the heat exchanger by the outgoing flow of the 

dilute 3He in super fluid 4He. Since the Kapitza resistances between the pure 3He 

and the heat exchanger wall and between the wall and the dilute 3He are strong 

functions of temperature, the refrigerator eventually reaches a temperature, below 

which, the incoming 3He cannot be cooled to 푇 	by the heat exchangers. In the 

extreme case of no cooling power being available, i.e. 푄 ̇ =0, Eq. 1.7 yields the 

maximum temperature at which the 3He may enter the mixing chamber 

 푇 = 3 ∗ .
.
		푇 	~	3 ∗ 푇 	       (1.9) 

It is clear that if 3He is circulated at a higher rate, the positive effect of more atoms 

crossing the phase boundary in the mixing chamber can outweigh the negative 
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effect of a higher heat load to the mixing chamber due to increased temperature of 

the concentrated stream. This makes us to maintain an optimum 3He flow rate in the 

circuit. Niinikoski[16] was the first to derive a theoretical model of dilution 

refrigeration which takes into account the finite efficiency of heat exchangers. 

Niinikoski used the energy balance at an arbitrary position 푧 of the heat exchanger 

to obtain a relation between temperatures of concentrated stream	푇 , dilute stream 

푇  and 3He molar flow rate 푚̇   as 

퐻 [푇 (z)]+
̇

̇ 		
= 퐻 [푇 (z),x ]       (1.10) 

This equation is obtained by balancing the flow of energy through an imaginary 

cut through the heat exchanger. Qm which stands for the heat input to the mixing 

chamber. Frossati and Takano obtained a relation between concentrated stream 

temperature 	푇  and dilute stream temperature 푇  at any position z of the heat 

exchanger by requiring that the heat absorbed by the dilute stream is equal to the 

heat given off by the concentrated stream, 

푚̇ ∗ 푑퐻 [푇 (푧)] = 푚̇ ∗ 푑퐻 [푇 (푧),휇 (푥 ,푇 )]    (1.11) 

 Since the dilute stream is not saturated along the heat exchanger, osmotic 

enthalpy 퐻  is used rather than saturated enthalpy on the solubility line of dilute 

solution. The osmotic enthalpy depends on the temperature and the chemical 

potential 휇  of the 4He component of the dilute solution. It is determined by the 3He 

concentration 푥  and mixing chamber temperature 푇 . Frossati model [29-31] has 

yielded analytical solutions which expresses the mixing chamber temperature 푇  of 

the refrigerator in terms of the Kapitza resistance in the heat exchangers, the 3He 
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circulation rate 푚̇  and the cooling power. Unfortunately, the cooling power given 

by the solutions of Frossati turns out to be incorrect at temperatures away from the 

base temperatures. Here the characteristics of heat exchanger are not correctly taken 

into account. Takano [32] modified Frossati model by adding the correct boundary 

conditions which describes the temperature profile along the heat exchanger, the 

resulting formula cannot be solved analytically and thus do not have the advantage 

of yielding results quickly and straightforwardly. The resulting solution gives the 

correct cooling power at all temperatures. The differences between Niinikoski and 

Frossati analytical model and Takanos numerical results are hardly discernible, but 

exist. Another method using nodal modeling techniques has been developed [33-34] 

at CERN using TAK 2000 code, which in addition simulate transient behavior of 

the refrigerator under varying load condition. In the nodal method, the dilution 

refrigerator is modeled as a number of discrete nodes which are linked by 

conductors. A solution is then obtained by solving for thermal equilibrium assuming 

the heat flow into each node is equal to the heat flow out of each node. The mixing 

chamber is represented by a node to which the external heat load 푄 ̇  and the 

cooling power are applied. The cooling process is modeled as a negative heat load. 

The still is represented by a node of constant temperature	푇 = 0.7퐾. The heat 

exchanger is modeled by a group of nodes representing the concentrated stream and 

dilute stream separately. The major input parameters being 3He flow rate, the still 

temperature	푇 , and the heat load on the mixing chamber.  However, none of these 

models combine all the components of the dilution refrigerator as a close circulating 

system. The present work integrates all components of dilution refrigerator making 

up a close circulating system and provides more realistic behavior of the system 

that enables quantitatively the effects of individual components.  
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Chapter 2  

Mechanical Components of Dilution Refrigerator 

2.1 Introduction 

The dilution refrigerator has a cryostat that accommodates Internal Vacuum Chamber 

(IVC) and pumping lines. The IVC contains the dilution insert which consists of four 

major components:  helium evaporator (1K-pot), 3He distillation chamber (still), Heat 

Exchanger (HeX) and Mixing Chamber (MC) as shown figure 2.1. In addition to this, a 

gas circulating and handling system (GHS), which is at room temperature and comprises 

of 3He and 4He gas pipelines, storage system, vacuum pumps and leak detector system is 

also present and together makes a complete system. Figure 2.2 shows the dilution 

refrigerator set up developed by us. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Dilution Insert showing different components along with schematic diagram 
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2.1.1  Bath cryostat 

The general layout of housing cryostat which has been built is shown schematically in 

figure 2.3. The system is required to house the dilution insert. This consists of bath 

cryostat shielded by liquid nitrogen of 80 litres capacity. The liquid helium capacity of the 

cryostat is about 40 litres with a hold time of about two days. The height of cryostat is 

1367 mm with diameter of 382 mm. The top room temperature flange is provided with 

vacuum port, helium connections and feed through for electrical wiring.  The heat load on 

the helium bath is estimated to be about 0.76 W at 4.2K considering the effect of outer 

radiation from liquid nitrogen chamber and conduction through pumping lines, needle 

valves etcs. This heat in-leak from different sources is given in table 2.1.  The cryostat is 

designed to obtain a long running time by having a sufficient volume of liquid 4He and 

also by minimising the heat leak by using a reasonably narrow neck. 

 

Figure 2.2 Dilution refrigerator set-up developed in the laboratory 
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Figure 2.3 General layout of housing cryostat 

The cryostat incorporates an IVC, which is centrally positioned for accommodating 

still, heat exchanger, mixing chamber, pipelines and electrical connections which 

comprising the dilution insert. This IVC is housed within the helium bath of the cryostat 

with its top flange immersed in liquid helium. The leak tightness of this demountable 

flange is ensured with the help of indium o-ring corner seal. The IVC is made of OFE 
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copper with a height and diameter of 350mm and 130mm respectively. It is evacuated to 

about 10-6 mbar of pressure using turbo molecular drag pump. In order to facilitate this 

evacuation an activated charcoal is provided with heater arrangement for its regeneration.  

IVC plays a significant role by way of thermally isolating the sub-kelvin dilution insert 

from the liquid helium bath at 4.2K. However, at the initial cooling of dilution insert to 

4K, 4He exchange gas is admitted inside IVC. Brass bushes are hard soldered to the top of 

IVC flange for carrying thin walled pipe lines, impedance and electrical connections. This 

provision facilitates removal and replacements of tubes whenever necessary. The Outer 

Vacuum Chamber (OVC) of the cryostat is maintained below 10-6  mabr pressure using of 

400L/s turbo molecular drag pump backed by dry scroll pump.  

Table 2.1 

Heat load to helium bath 

Item Heat load 

Wall and bottom surface of the helium bath 0.0439W 

Top flange and radiation baffles (3 nos.) 0.216W 
 

Pumping line (77–4.2 K) 0.00195W 
 

Needle valve 0.5W 
 

Total load 0.764W 

 

Even a slight vibration in cryostat can cause unwanted heating and can result in the 

performance degradation of the dilution refrigerator. There are three major causes of 

vibration viz. vacuum pumping lines, circulating gas lines and continuously filled 1K-pot, 

especially when liquid helium at 4.2K drops into superfluid 4He inside the 1K-pot 

producing turbulence. Vibration isolation and damping are primarily important when 

working in millikelvin temperature range. In order to eliminate the floor vibration coming 
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from the surrounding environment and transmitted to the dilution insert, cryostat is 

mounted on a stainless steel-supported structure with air spring (1.5 bars) and is kept 

below the ground level as shown in figure 2.4. All lines from the pumps are isolated by 

lengths of flexible convoluted stainless steel tubing followed by solid tube which are 

embedded firmly to the wall and ground. The pumping tubes between the room 

temperature plate and the 4.2K flange pass through number of thermal baffles to which 

they are soft soldered to make a rigid cage in order to reduce the liquid 4He boil-off from 

the cryostat. Each baffle is perforated and the positions of the perforation alternate at 

different sides on adjacent baffles to encourage the evolving gas to flow transversely for 

cooling the tubes and the leads. For mechanical stability, the three main pumping tubes of 

the still, 1K-pot and IVC form a tripod extending from room temperature flange to the 

4.2K flange. To accommodate the cryostat inside the existing laboratory, a 3 meter deep 

pit had to be excavated which also makes the accessibility to the top surface of the cryostat 

easy. 

 

Figure 2.4 Cryostat top plate is mounted on three air springs and all the pumping lines are 

connected through bellows to reduce vibrations. 
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2.1.2   4He Evaporator (1K pot)  

The 4He evaporator (1K pot) functions primarily to pre-cool the circulating helium 

isotopic gas mixture and is placed below the IVC flange at slightly off-axis position as 

shown in figure 2.3. This is continuously filled with liquid helium and has a volume of 99 

cc. It is made of OFE copper (figure 2.5) and is suspended from stainless steel IVC flange. 

It works by evaporative cooling by the way of pumping out the 4He vapour from the top of  

 

Figure 2.5 Details of 1K pot suspended from IVC flange 

 

the pot. Precision needle valve is used initially to fill up the pot then the permanent flow 

impedance maintains the liquid helium level inside the pot to replenish the evaporative      

loss of helium. The automatic cryogenic needle valve with capillary at the end as shown in 
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figures 2.3 and   2.5 is capable of dealing with the onset of blockage in the capillary. A          

pumping station comprising of a 250 m3/hr roots pump backed by a dry pump was used.  

Stainless steel bellow connects the pump through vibration damper and gate valve on the 

top of the cryostat. This flexible link keeps vibration to its minimum. The pumping line 

are provided with five numbers of thermal baffles to minimise the radiation heat leak 

without imposing much constraint to the gas flow. The pumping line consists of four 

sections with different length and diameter. This length and diameter of different sections  

 
 
 

Figure 2.6 Flow chart for pumping line optimisation 
 

of the pumping tubes as well as the positions of baffles are designed to maximise the gas 

flow with minimum heat conduction. The flow chart for optimisation of pumping tubes is 

shown in figure 2.6. We have used ANSYS FLOTRANTM CFD module for fluid pressure 

and temperature distribution inside the pumping line as shown in figure 2.7.  A 2.5mm 
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orifice is provided at the entrance of the pumping line leading to the evaporator to reduce 

the super fluid film creeping. 

Table 2.2 

Heat load to 1K pot 

Item Heat load at 1K pot 

Pumping line (4.2–1 K) 1.33mW 

Radiation load 3.363 ×10-5 mW 
 

Sensors and Heater wires (8 nos. 38AWG) 3.2 × 10-5 mW 
 

3He pre cooling and condensation (4.2–1.0 K) 1.43mW 
 

Total load 2.76mW 
 

  

 
 

Figure 2.7 Contours of temperature depicting different sections of pumping line  
 

 This 1K pot is continuously filled via the flow impedance. The 0.2mm cupronickel 

capillary impedance was soft soldered to the brass bush of the IVC flange and extends 
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almost to the bottom of helium bath to admit liquid helium to the pot. Eventually liquid 

helium is replenished in the 1K pot at a limited rate from the main helium bath through 

flow impedance. The impedance required is quite high and the total length of the sipper 

line is limited, so the impedance was constructed by putting a tight-fitting wire into a 

small stainless tube having 0.2mm diameter with 1 meter length. The impedance was 

fabricated and tested to maintain the bubble flow for replenishment due to evaporative loss 

at a given temperature. With too large impedance the evaporator will run dry and with too 

small impedance the required temperature will not be reached. The design optimisation of 

1K evaporator aims to achieve minimum ultimate temperature of evaporator with more 

cooling power. However the available cooling power is limited by the external heat in leak 

through the pumping line, the liquid helium supply from the helium bath, the electrical 

connections and the surrounding media and the values of which are given in table 2.2 The  

 

Figure 2.8 Cooling power at different temperatures measured by varying heater power 

attached to1K pot (4He evaporator) 
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short term overload condition due to excessive heat load in the 1K pot is determined by 

the sizing of the evaporator and its distance from the IVC flange. In the given design, the 

condensing temperature is about 1.2 K with available cooling power of about 18mW, 

measured with a 40 Ω kapton film heater wrapped over the evaporator. This provides a 

maximum condensing rate of about 180 µmoles/s of 
3
He. Variation of cooling power with 

temperature is shown in figure 2.8. The 1K pot was successfully operated and the 

temperature maintained for several hours with the lowest temperature of 0.98K have been 

reached as shown in figure 2.9, This  is necessary for operating dilution refrigerator [40].  

 

Figure 2.9 Temperature of 1K pot (
4
He evaporator) over a period of time 

 

However to stabilised the temperature below 1K appeared to be somewhat difficult. The 

performance was quite satisfactory for the purpose it was been designed for. The base 

temperature of the pot was measured by Ruthenium Oxide (RX-202A) temperature sensor 

calibrated between 0.1K and 40K. The flow rate of evaporated 
4
He obtained under 

different heater power was measured and has been plotted against the pressure drop as 

shown in figure 2.10. The slope of the curve is proportional to the conductance of the pipe 

Time (HH:MM) 
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and was obtained as 30 m3/hr. The vertical shift of the measured curve in figure 2.10 is 

possibly due to error in the pressure measurement. 

 

Figure 2.10 Evaporative 4He mass flow rate vs pressure drop across pumping line 

measured by varying heater power attached to 1K-pot 

When liquid helium is filled in the evaporator and the heat load is smaller than the 

available cooling power. The liquid helium tends to rise along the connecting line and 

increase the heat load from the 4K flange. An equilibrium level is reached when the 

cooling power equals the total heat load. When the external heat source is applied (for 

example flow of helium isotopic mixture) to the evaporator the liquid level will drop 

whereby reducing the conduction load and the evaporator remains essentially at the same 

temperature as before. However at a critical power Qc, evaporator temperature increases 

rapidly until all liquid is evaporated as shown in figure 2.11, for three different impedance 

values. At external heat load, Q > Qc, liquid at the capillary impedance travels 

progressively further but it vaporises before entering the pot whereas Q < Qc liquid reaches 
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the evaporator and fills it up. As described any change of external heat load is responded 

with transient change of super fluid level inside the pot within its critical power.  

 

Figure 2.11 Characteristics behaviour of 1K pot for three different impedance values 

2.1.3   Flow Impedance 

In order to maintain the liquid phase in the concentrated phase side of the refrigerator, it is 

necessary to adjust the flow impedance. It is characterised by a quantity Zp and its values 

is derived from measurement at room temperature using the relation 

                             푍 = ∆
	 	 ̇
	,         (2.1) 

where ΔP is the pressure drop required to obtain laminar volume flow rate of  푉	̇ of a gas of 

viscosity	휂. The volume flow rate 푉	̇  can be written as the product of molar volume Vm 

and molar flow rate	푚	̇ . The typical value of impedance required in dilution refrigerator is 

of the order of  1012 cm-3.  
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Figure 2.12 Impedance value and corresponding leak rate 
 

It is necessary to establish sufficient pressure (50-200 mbar) for the incoming 3He 

so that it will indeed condense after 1K pot temperature. In fact the pressure everywhere in 

the concentrated phase must be greater than the vapour pressure of liquid 3He at a given 

temperature. Two flow impedances are introduced into the concentrated liquid 3He line 

between the condenser (1K pot) and the still and between the still and the heat exchanger 

module. The impedance after the condenser is generally referred as primary impedance 

and the one below the still is the secondary flow impedance which is required to prevent 

re-evaporation of 3He.  Flow impedance is prepared from cupro-nickel capillary (id: 0.2 

mm) with a stainless steel wire of 0.16 mm tightly fitted inside it.  The impedance is 

measured by allowing helium gas at room temperature to flow through it, at a pressure of 

~1000 mbar and then measuring the leak rate. Variation of capillary impedance with leak 

rate is given in figure 2.12. As the flow of liquid helium through the capillary driven by 

the pressure gradient is highly inhomogeneous and complex, the capillary characterization 

and sizing is in general determined experimentally. Hence to accommodate the impedance 
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within the limited space inside the dilution refrigerator, several capillary impedances is 

fabricated with different configurations and minimized dimensions to obtain the desired 

values. The spiral configuration (dia. 0.5 in.) with overall length of 100 cm is chosen to 

standardize the impedance and then the leak rates are measured. The detail analysis of the 

flow inside the capillary is also performed numerically taking into account the fluid 

property variation with temperature and pressure [40] (see Appendix A).  

2.1.4  3He Distillation Chamber (Still) 

The still is a container filled with 3He and 4He solution in dynamic equilibrium with its 

vapor phase. The vapor phase consists mainly of 3He with a small amount of 4He 

depending on the temperature and level of superfluid film creep.  It has a large free surface 

of liquid to facilitate evaporation. The primary drive of the dilution refrigeration process is 

to pump 3He vapour away from the still and to direct it to the condenser after passing it 

through cold traps. This gas circulation produces continuous cooling in the mixing 

chamber as it facilitates 3He crossing the phase boundary to maintain the equilibrium 

concentration of 3He in the dilute phase.  The presence of excess 4He in the circulating gas 

mixture causes phase separation at a relatively higher temperature and may lead to 

instabilities in the system. This superfluid 4He on the concentrated side also causes viscous 

heating because of phase separation and eventual acceleration of dilute phase due to 

osmotic pressure. In order to maintain the amount of circulating 4He within the desired 

limit (1-10%), the still is provided with a heater similar to the configuration proposed by 

Wheatley [19]. This sustains steady-state circulation by ensuring phase separation at a 

reasonably low temperature. This also, produces the requisite osmotic pressure between 

the mixing chamber and the still.  The picture of still built in the laboratory along with its 

essential features are shown schematically in figure 2.13.  The still utilizes a short length 
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of heated cupro-nickel tube and employs copper webs and brass baffles between its 

different sections. Pumping is entirely from the top of the still. The baffles re-condense 

4He and prevent it from being sucked into the pumping line. The tube is heated with 

manganin wire to restrict the flow of super fluid 4He film on its wall. The vapor mixture 

flowing from the still shows the characteristics of thermal equilibrium within the still. 

When the heating rate is low the 4He film flow is apparently undiminished, however in a 

rather small range of heater power called critical power, the 4He film flow stops. The 4He 

film flow is linearly dependent on the smallest cross-section along its flow path above 

liquid. In our design of still, the film crosses a tube of minimum diameter of 3 mm before 

it reaches the heater. The thickness t, of a helium film at a height h (in cms) above the bulk 

liquid level is given by [35] 

푡(푛푚) ≅ 30	ℎ                                                         (2.2)  

 

Figure 2.13 Schematic of still and its photograph 

However t depends on the cleanliness and the smoothness of the tube surface. 4He 

film flow has been widely studied but the results are varied. The condition of the surface 
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over which the film flows causes wide variations in flow rates. For a typical critical 

velocity of 4He film, vcrit ~ 30 cms/sec, volume flow rate creeping through the tube of 

radius R is obtained as 

 푉̇ = 2	푅	휋	푡	푣           (2.3) 

Taking the density of 4He as ρ, Molar flow rate, 푚̇ = 푉̇ ∗ 휌/푀 , where M4 is molecular 

weight of 4He i.e. 4 gms/mole. 

The amount of heat required to vaporize the 4He film is equal to the difference in the 

enthalpy of 4He between Ts (still temperature) and Tλ plus the heat of vaporization at Tλ. 

The critical heater power to evaporate the 4He film under different level of liquid inside 

the still is thus calculated and is shown in figure 2.14. This heat used to evaporate the film 

is absorbed by the still when 4He re-condenses.   

 

Figure 2.14 Minimum heater power required to vaporise superfluid 4He film creep  

under different liquid levels inside the still 

 Still is a cylindrical enclosure of size 32mm ID and 48 mm height made of OFHC 

(CDA-101) grade copper. It has a volume of ~ 40cc with large liquid free surface. It is 
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supported by three numbers of hanger rods made of G10 from the 1K pot. A separate set 

of support rods are used to hang the continuous heat exchanger from the bottom flange of 

the still.  A thermal shield is anchored to the top flange and surrounds all the cold parts 

below to reduce the heat of radiation. Other parts like electrical leads and capillaries are 

heat sunk at the still as well. Pump-out line socket and other fittings on the ports of the still 

top flange are hard soldered while the remaining pump-out line is soft soldered. A 

Ruthonium oxide temperature sensor is mounted in the still flange to monitor its 

temperature. Owing to large thermal gradient at the entrance of the dilute stream into the 

still and this becomes a critical part of the refrigerator. Hence this part of the still is made 

smooth and polished with great care taken to reduce any asperities. The pumping line for 

3He circulation from still is designed taking into consideration minimum heat conduction. 

This is ensured by increasing the sizes of the tube towards the higher temperature similar 

to 1K pot. Total pumping line is about 6 meter long of which about 4.5 meter is inside the 

cryostat. The theoretical pressure drop against different molar flow rate is calculated (see 

figure 2.15) and accordingly, 35 m3/hr scroll pump is connected for gas circulation. 

 

Figure 2.15 Molar flow rates under different pressure across still pumping lines 
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2.1.5 Heat Exchanger (HeX) 

Heat exchanger plays the key role by reducing the temperature of the incoming 

concentrated 3He to a temperature close to that of the mixing chamber by exchanging heat 

with the returning dilute solution. Operation of dilution refrigerator requires an efficient 

heat exchanger and achieving the lowest temperature is primarily dependent on its 

performance. To ensure the maximum possible heat exchange between the concentrated 

and dilute phase, the effective surface area, flow rate and tube sizes are optimized. Since 

thermal boundary resistance between liquid helium and HeX wall increases with the 

decrease of temperature, so it demands very large surface area to achieve low temperature. 

The surface area for cooling the 3He below 100mK is  selected considering different 

mixing chamber temperatures.  Additional thermal contribution from fluid viscosity and 

heat conduction along the fluid were considered during the design of HeX. Viscous 

heating increases as we decrease the tube diameter whereas thermal conduction through 

fluid decreases. However thermal conductivity and coefficient of viscosity of liquid 

helium increases as the temperature gets lowered. Because of the gradual decrease in the 

concentration of 3He from the mixing chamber to the still, the average weight density of 

the fluid increases from the mixing chamber to the still. Whereas the temperature of the 

fluid increases as it moves towards the still. This condition is likely to induce convective 

instability which limits the performance of the heat exchanger. However convection is 

damped by viscosity and thermal conduction of the fluid. The high impedance due to 

smaller tube diameter in the dilute stream requires larger osmotic drive for 3He atoms to 

diffuse through the column of superfluid 4He and reach to still. The pressure drop of the 

3He in the dilute phase is calculated and found to be much less than the change in the 

osmotic pressure from the mixer to the still so that the diffusion of 3He to the still is not 

impeded. The HeX is optimized keeping in mind all these factors which determine its 
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performance. However the HeX had to be small enough to be accommodate in the limited 

space inside the IVC. It is also desirable to have a small liquid volume to minimize the 

3He requirements. A tubular continuous counter flow heat exchanger as shown in figure 

2.16 was designed and developed and is placed below the still inside the IVC (figure 2.1). 

The main parameters of this HeX are given in table 2.3. It is made of two thin walled 

cupro-nickel capillary tubing with brass header. The inner concentrate side tube is of 3mm 

inner diameter and has a length of 2.4 mts which is inserted inside the 5mm diameter outer 

tube having a length of about 2 mts, and carries dilute stream. The inner tube is spirally 

wound inside the outer tube and both the tubes are wound in helical shape as shown in 

figure 2.16. The spiral provides a large area for heat exchange while allowing a low 

impedance path for dilute flow along the annular space. The spiral layers are gently 

separated and bound with braided insulating sleeving to tie the whole structure together 

while at the same time providing turn-to-turn thermal insulation. The heat exchange has 

volume of 40cc on the dilute side and 16cc on the concentrated side. The flow impedance 

were measured for both the dilute and concentrate channel as shown in figure 2.17 using 

the scheme described in section 2.1.3. The critical region of the heat exchanger is the 

hottest side of the dilute channel where it enters the still because of the large thermal 

gradient. This section is made separately and has no obstructions. The returning 

concentrated phase is lightly connected to this critical region by soft solder at discrete 

positions before joining fully to reduce thermal gradient.  

As opposed to counter flow heat exchangers in which the temperatures of the 

counter-flowing streams change continuously with the distance, the sintered exchanger’s 

temperature changes in steps. The two sintered exchanger are placed after the continuous 

exchanger. These sintered exchangers are introduced into the dilution refrigerator to 

provide a large surface area of contact requires for lowering the temperature further. This 
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step exchanger consists of blocks containing two cavities into which a high surface area 

material is sintered. The two exchangers are connected together with short length of low 

thermal conductivity tubing so that the incoming stream passes through one cavity and the 

exit stream passes through the other cavity of each block.  

 

  

 

Figure 2.16 3D- Model of HeX and its photograph showing with mixing chamber 

 

  

Scheme Measurement 

Figure 2.17 Scheme as well as measurement of flow impedance in both dilute and 

concentrate channels of HeX 
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Table 2.3: Parameters of tubular helical HeX 

 

 Concentrate stream Dilute stream 

 

Tube size (mm) Length: 2400 

I.D: 3.0, 

W.T: 0.3 

Length: 2090 

I.D:5.0 

W.T: 0.4 

Surface area (cm2) 181 226 

Impedance (cm-3) 9 108 5108 

 

2.1.6 Mixing Chamber (MC) 

Mixing chamber is the coldest part of the dilution refrigerator where the interface between 

concentrated and dilute phase boundaries is situated. The 3He rich concentrated phase 

floats above the 4He rich dilute phase due to the weight difference of the two types of 

atom. Because of the finite solubility of 3He in superfluid 4He at very low temperature the 

dilute solution contains about 6.4 % of 3He. Since the vapour phase is continuously 

removed from the still, to maintain the equilibrium 3He concentration in the dilute phase, 

3He moves across the interface in the mixing chamber and thereby produces cooling. The 

size of the connecting tube leading to the mixing chamber is same as that of the tube of the 

last heat exchanger. The concentrate stream of 3He enters the mixing chamber via a 6mm 

diameter tube. The mixing chamber is made of gold plated OFE copper.  The free volume 

inside the mixing chamber is about 10cc and about half of this volume is occupied by 

dilute phase in normal operation. It is rigidly held in position by fixing it to the heat 
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exchanger and is provided with calibrated Ruthonium Oxide temperature sensor and 

manganin heater (560 Ω). 

2.1.7    Gas Handling System (GHS) 

The gas handling system is an important part of the dilution refrigerator having four main 

systems, the gas storage system, gas circulation system, vacuum system for OVC and IVC 

and the pumping system for 1K pot.  This GHS involve a large collection of pumps, pipes, 

gauges and valves whose layout is shown in figure 2.18.  It is laid out in such way that the 

four operations namely gas cleaning, condensation, normal circulation and recovery of 3He 

gas are facilitated during different stages of operation. The system includes liquid nitrogen 

cooled trap, storage tank (dump), precision pressure gauges along with pumps and valves 

needed to conveniently operate the refrigerator. A bypass valve as shown in the circulating 

scheme in figure 2.18 is provided to short circuit the two sides of the refrigerator. It 

prevents to build a large pressure difference across the impedance, which can block the 

flow of helium mixture during initial condensation stage. Provision is also made for 

connecting the subsystem via precision metering valve to a mass spectrometer leak 

detector. This is useful for leak testing, measurement of the 3He content of the circulating 

gas and as an aid in diagnosing refrigerator performance. A relief valve located in the 

subsystem shunts the 3He /4He mixture into the storage tank in case a blockage of the 

refrigerator occurs, and also allows unattended operation for extended period of time. The 

arrangement of valves permits circulation of the mixture through the nitrogen-cooled 

charcoal traps prior to its admittance to the refrigerator, thereby ensuring that no 

contaminants reach the dilution unit. The charcoal traps are pumped out at room 

temperature between runs. The purpose of different valves will become apparent when the 

various procedures necessary for the operation of the refrigerator will be discussed later in 
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section 2.2. As the cooling power of the dilution refrigerator is dependent on the 3He 

circulation rate, the GHS is characterised by the circulation rate it can achieve and the 

pump it employs.  

  
 

Figure 2.18. Gas circulation and handling system along with schematic flow diagram 

 The pumping is provided by 10 L/sec helium sealed scroll pump (Edwards model 

no. XDS35i) which provides a maximum of about 200 micro-moles/sec circulation rate. 

Interconnection to the pump/purge subsystem is provided by way of a needle valve 

permitting one to flush the piping network and the vacuum space during start up and to 

admit exchange gas whenever and wherever necessary in a well controlled fashion. A 

quick-connect fitting is provided to connect a mass spectrometer leak detector directly to 

the vacuum space. In order to minimise the vibration the gas handling system is firmly 

bolted to the floor and physically isolate from the cryostat. In addition, all the tubes are 

embedded in the concrete of the room for a considerable length. All interconnecting lines 

are isolated by lengths of flexible convoluted stainless steel tubing followed by a solid 

tube embedded firmly with ground. The high pressure side of the pump is connected to 

stainless steel tube of 0.125’’ diameter bore which is immersed in the main liquid 4He bath 

and its lower end is connected to the flow-limiting capillary and is immersed inside the 1K 
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pot. The lower pressure side of the circulating pump is connected to the still by tubes of 

varying diameter with radiation traps in between them. The gas pressure of the circulating 

and returning 3He is measured by a precision gauge and flow rate is also measured during 

the operation.  

2.1.8    Electrical System and Data Acquisition (DAQ) 
 

In order for the refrigerator to operate properly it is necessary to monitor the temperature 

at several crucial points in the unit. These points are 1K pot, still and mixing chamber. The 

temperature measurements are diagnostic in nature rather than absolute. All sensors are 

mounted to their respective position using threaded screws. 36 gauge and 38 gauge 

manganin wires are used for the sensors and all wires are anchored to the intermediate 

temperature posts leading to the 300K plate of the cryostat to limit the thermal conduction.  

Figure 2.19 Instrumentation rack and Labview based Graphical User Interface for 

monitoring different parameters of DR 

Four numbers of heaters are provided to the activated charcoal trap in IVC, 1K-pot, still 

and mixing chamber respectively.   The cryostat along with the tubing attached to it is 

grounded electrically. The readings from three numbers of flow sensors and two numbers 

of pressures are monitored continuously. The LabView based data acquisition software is 

developed for recording the data continuously as shown in figure 2.19. The heater current 
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is directly applied from two numbers of Lakeshore temperature controllers (model 336) 

and one ac bridge controller which is used for the mixing chamber temperature and heater.  

2.2  Operation of Dilution Refrigerator 

A dilution refrigerator uses a mixture of 3He and 4He to reach temperature in the 

millikelvin range. However running a dilution refrigerator under certain regimes 

with optimum performance is rather tricky and is more of an art than a science. This 

section discusses the normal procedure for the preparation of the run, the 

introduction of the mixture into the system and cooling of the refrigerator down to 

the base temperature. This is mainly divided into five steps; charging of 3He /4He 

mixture into the storage tanks, preparation for run, condensing the mixture, 

circulating the mixture and finally shutting down and dumping the helium mixture 

back to storage.  

2.2.1   Preparation for Run 

The following steps are followed before the actual run of the dilution refrigerator.  

 The Outer Vacuum Chamber (OVC) of the cryostat is evacuated using turbo-

molecular pump which is backed by rotary pump for several days. The OVC 

vacuum level reached to about 2 × 10-5  mbar.  

 The liquid helium chamber as well as Inner Vacuum Chamber (IVC) is purged 

and filled with pure helium gas. 

 Liquid nitrogen is filled in the outer jacket of the cryostat for about three days 

before the actual dilution refrigeration operation. The OVC vacuum improved 

to 4.2 × 10-6  mbar. 
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 The IVC is leak checked with a mass spectrometer leak detector (MSLD) by 

spraying helium in the liquid helium chamber, 1K pot and tubing, condenser 

line and still pumping line. It was found to hover around 10-8 mbar-liter/sec. 

 Any obstruction in the 1K pot is checked by attaching the mass spectrometer 

leak detector to the pumping line and spraying helium bath inlet with 4He and 

verifying that helium passed through. 

 The room temperature impedance of the assembled dilution insert is measured 

by connecting MSLD in the still pumping line and passing helium gas at 

~1000mbar to the condenser side. If all the impedances are clear, a leak 

indication should result. This test requires some time for the helium to diffuse 

through all of the associated capillary tubing and impedances. The leak rate 

was   1.39× 10-2 mbar-liter/sec corresponding to an impedance of ~ 1011 cm-3.  

 The impedance of the cold valve connected to 1K pot is also estimated in both 

the closed and crack open condition to ensure that the required impedance of 

about 2 ×1012 cm-3 is achieved. It is performed by measuring the leak rate by 

connecting MSLD in the 1K pot pumping line. 

 Liquid helium is filled in the helium chamber and subsequently the pressure in 

the OVC further reduced to 3.7 × 10-7 mbar whereas IVC pressure reached to 

5.2×10-6 mbar. The liquid helium transfer is carried out very slowly to avoid 

thermal shocks and to conserve liquid helium. When about 40L of liquid 

helium is transferred, the liquid level rises to about 200mm above the IVC 

flange and then the transfer stops. Throughout the liquid helium transfer the 

IVC pressure is monitored and found to reduce continuously. Large leaks in the 
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IVC would have manifest themselves in case of an increase of the pressure. 

The cryostat is allowed to remain at 4.2K for sufficient time to cool all the 

components to 4.2K. 

  IVC is leak checked again for any cold leak and leak rate is found to be of the 

order of 10-7 mbar-liter/sec. 

 Thermal exchange gas is given in the IVC at about 3 to 5 mbar pressure and is 

left overnight for thermal stabilisation of all the components to 4.2K 

temperature. 

 The helium gas is pumped out of the IVC to achieve vacuum better than 10 -6 mbar. 

 After the liquid helium transfer, the condenser lines are checked again for the 

overall impedance to ensure a clear path for circulating 3He. 

 1K pot pump is turned on and the gate valve opened. The cold needle valve is 

adjusted and temperature is maintained to about 1.5K-1.6 K in the evaporator. 

 Pure 4He gas is passed in both condenser and still pumping lines by opening the 

by-pass valve to about 500 mbar pressure.  

 The IVC is again leak checked for any super leak and leak tightness is found to 

be to the tune of 10-6 mbar-liter/sec under super fluid environment of liquid 

4He. 

 After closing the by-pass valve the circulating pump is switched on to circulate 

the 4He. This is to ensure any abnormality and leaks in the system. The MSLD 

is continuously connected to the IVC to monitor both leak rate and gas 
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pressure. The temperatures of the dilution insert reduced to about 1.7K which is 

evident from the still and mixing chamber temperature sensors. 

 1K pot pump is turned off and the circulating 4He is expelled from the system. 

2.2.2   Charging of Isotopic Helium Gas Mixture 
 

 The gas handling system is thoroughly leak checked by connecting it with 

MSLD (figure 2.20) after pressure retention test.  

 

Figure 2.20 MSLD connected for leak testing of different joints and 

interfaces 

 All the lines of GHS are purged with pure helium gas. 

 The necessary amounts of 3He and 4He is estimated on the basis of the volume of the 

various parts of the dilution refrigerator, including a considerable part of the 

condensing line which will also be filled with liquid 3He. The liquid volume is 
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estimated to be 90cc of which 25 % were 3He and the total number of moles required 

is about 3.  Gas mixer of helium isotopes (3He /4He) is prepared with molar ratio of 1: 

3 and stored in two storage tanks with capacity of 43L each at pressure of 800 mbar. It 

is easily determined that a pressure of 600 mbar of 4He is needed in the two storage 

tanks. In a similar fashion 25% of 3He corresponds to 200 mbar in the tanks.  

 Mixer gas is cleaned by circulating several times through liquid nitrogen cooled 

charcoal traps. Circulation is slow enough to allow the gas sufficient time inside the 

trap to achieve thermal equilibrium with the trap. Any contained moisture or air in the 

mixture gas condenses and trapped in the charcoal. 

2.2.3   Condensation of Isotopic Helium gas mixture 

The condensation phase is where the bulk of the mixture is taken from the dump i.e. 

storage tanks and condensed into the mixing chamber.  

 1K pot pump is turned on and the gate valve opened and pot temperature is monitored 

for stabilization it to about 1.5-1.6K. The needle valve is opened to maintain a 

constant pressure. If at any point in time this pressure drops to zero, the needle valve 

is opened so that the 1K pot will not get empty and warm up. 

 After stabilization of 1K pot temperature, the mixer gas is passed through both 

condenser and still pumping line by opening the by-pass valve (see figure 2.18) from 

the storage tanks. The mixture gas is passed through cold traps before entering the 

cryostat. Since there is a constriction on the condensing side i.e. concentrate channel 

of the dilution refrigerator, a by-pass valve is opened to short circuit the condensing 

side and the still side of the refrigerator to prevents a large pressure difference across 

the impedance. So the mixer gas is admitted from both the lines simultaneously in a 
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controlled manner, to avoid large flow through the 1K pot. The by-pass valve is 

always open until you start to condense the mixture. Initially gas pressure is about 700 

mbar and it gradually decreased as the gas condenses. This is passive condensation. 

 When the passive condensation is not taking any more gas out of storage tanks, 

circulating pump is switched on to start active condensation. This ensures no more gas 

is remaining in the tanks. The mixer condenses further which is evident from the 

reduction of pressure in the condenser side to about 100 mbar. 

2.2.4   Normal Circulation 

Once the mixture condenses, normal circulation starts slowly, initially through a small 

valve and then by opening the large valve. The objective is to pump the 3He from the still, 

re-pressurise it with the mechanical pump and to re-condense it in the condenser. This 

circulation causes the mixing chamber to cool below 1K. 

 When the condensing pressure remains steady indicating no more condensation, 

normal circulation is started and the by-pass valve is closed. Initially gas is sucked 

through a small control valve using the scroll pump at the exits of the still and finally 

through a large VAT valve. 

 As the normal circulation begins, temperature started to decrease and takes about 

three hours to reach the base temperature of about 45mk. During refrigeration 

operation the liquid helium re-filling is done two times without any major 

disturbance to the temperatures. Once the mixing chamber temperature goes to sub-

Kelvin, the still heater is turned on using still power. The temperature of the still is 

increased and the first signs of cooling are observed at the inlet of heat exchanger. 

The cooling progresses downward towards the mixing chamber along with phase 

boundary and finally settles in the mixing chamber. The process can be much slower 
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if in-sufficient heat is supplied to the still or if the capillary is partly blocked. This 

makes it necessary to alter the still heater power in order to find the optimum 

cooling rate. 

 Different performance tests is carried out and cooling power of 6 micro-watts is 

obtained at 50mK. The temperature of the mixing chamber is altered by adjusting 

the still heater power and by applying power to the mixing chamber heater. 

2.2.5   Shutdown and Gas Recovery 

In order to terminate operation, the gaseous 3He and 4He is stored in the storage tank. This 

is accomplished by connecting both the condenser and still sides of the dilution unit to 

mechanical pump and exhausts the mixer gas into two storage tanks. The 1K system is 

then turned off. The pumping is continued until the temperature indicates that the 

refrigerator is totally above 4.2K. After all the mixture is pumped out, the gas handling 

system is isolated from the cryostat and the 4He exchange gas is added to the IVC to aid 

warming.  
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Chapter 3 

   

Thermodynamics and Model Simulation under 

Steady State 

Design and fabrication of a dilution refrigerator involves several mechanical challenges 

and requires a thorough understanding of the thermo-dynamical process occurring at sub-

kelvin temperature. The cooling power (Qm), and mixing chamber temperature (Tm), are 

two important parameters of the dilution refrigerator. The cooling power of the dilution 

refrigerator is obtained from Eq. (1.1), which is primarily dependent on mixing chamber 

temperature and the temperature of the 3He that enters the mixing chamber as discussed in 

chapter 1. Regardless of the method of calculation used, the available cooling power 

depends on heat dissipated from external sample insert and the residual heat load, which 

may slowly decrease with time and approaches a constant value.  I have developed a 

computer program which enables us to have a clear understanding of the underlying 

phenomena of the cooling process and also enables the characterization of the each 

components of the dilution refrigerator responsible for satisfying performance. It identifies 

the different factors required for optimal design and the various means by which the 

overall performance of a dilution refrigerator can be improved.  In addition, mathematical 

model provides a better understanding of the factors responsible for the efficiency of each 

component and the performance of the system as a whole.   

Several mathematical models have been developed and published earlier as 

discussed in chapter 1.  But none of these models consider all components making up the 

dilution refrigerator under a closed cycle. The present work attempts to address this matter 
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and simulate more realistic behavior of the dilution refrigerator. Here each components of 

the dilution refrigerator are mathematically modeled and are mutually dependent.  

 In the framework of this thesis, a dilution refrigerator has been built at Helium 

Technology & Low Temperature Physics Laboratory, VECC to test the results of the 

numerical simulation and develop technology relevant to dilution refrigerator.    

3.1 Factors Degrading Refrigerator Performance 

There are several intrinsic factors which degrade the performance of dilution refrigerator 

and precautions need to be taken to minimize their effects. The convective instability of 

the dilute side of the refrigerator and the presence of superfluid on the concentrated side 

are two major factors, among many, that greatly reduce the refrigerator’s performance. 

Hence many experimental observations were rather disappointing and have deviated from 

the actual values. As sometimes during the operation the temperature at different locations 

oscillates more abrasively towards the colder ends near the MC. Such fluctuations are 

generally accompanied by a degraded performance of the refrigerator apart from being a 

nuisance. Improper design may add to viscous heating and thermal conduction along the 

liquid column in the dilute channel and prevents from reaching the desired temperature. 

Hence it is important to understand and identify possible sources of instabilities and 

consider them right at the design stage.  

3.1.1  Convective Instability in Dilute Side 

Convective instability of the dilute phase of the dilution refrigerator returning from the 

mixing chamber to the still was a problem in earlier refrigerators as suggested by H 

London and discussed by Hall, Ford and Thompson [8]. They have found that refrigerator 

started to cool satisfactorily but as the temperature approaches 200mK a catastrophe 
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occurred in the device which prevented further cooling [8]. The convective instability 

results from the higher density of the dilute phase in the still as compared to the mixing 

chamber, since the concentration of lighter 3He component in the still is smaller. 

Convective instabilities are damped by the viscosity of the dilute phase and by the 

diffusion of 3He through super fluid column of 4He. If the tube diameter is made 

reasonably smaller the convection effect will be sufficiently reduced. H London estimated 

that the critical inner diameter of the dilute phase tube should be of the order of 1mm for 

the typical conditions [8]. Hence later refrigerators have not experienced this instability 

since the dilute phase tube inner diameters were kept less than 1mm. Peshkov used a 1mm 

inner diameter dilute phase tube and found it necessary to have a loop in it to prevent 

instabilities [41]. The loop provided a region where the density gradient was in the proper 

direction i.e. the heavier liquid was at the bottom part of the loop. The conditions for the 

existence of convective instability and for the gravitational waves are closely related [42]. 

The gravitational forces is damped by the effect of  viscosity and thermal conductivity of 

the fluid as discussed by Wheatley and is most likely at intermediate temperature  around 

100mK[19]. Convection in the super fluid can do more than increase the effective heat 

conduction between different parts. A convective eddy in the super fluid might interrupt 

the uniformity of 4He chemical potential μ4 and hence there is a distribution of osmotic 

pressure that drives the 3He. Under non-uniformity of 4He chemical potential, acceleration 

of the super fluid occurs and affects the entire dilute side. It is this effect which most 

seriously affects the overall refrigerator performance and cannot be avoided.  

3.1.2   Improper Pressure Distribution in Concentrate Side 

Another type of instability, which was pointed by Wheatley, Vilches and Abel [14], can 

occur when the pressure on the concentrated 3He side of the refrigerator falls below the 
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vapour pressure of the liquid. If the liquid pressure head below the still is too small, then a 

bubble of 3He vapour can form. This 3He vapour is forced downward by the action of 

increased pressure and condenses inside the heat exchanger releasing a large heat load. It 

may be possible for this condition to exist where a vapour column remain continuously 

between the still and heat exchanger. Therefore flow impedance is placed to prevent re-

evaporation of 3He. Similarly, below 4He evaporator main flow impedance (primary 

impedance) is required to establish sufficient pressure head for the incoming 3He so that it 

condenses at that temperature.  

3.1.3   Effect of 4He in Concentrate Side 

Super fluids 4He enters the concentrate side of the dilution refrigerator either by being 

pumped from the still and circulate it with 3He or by creeping from the mixing chamber up 

the walls of the interconnecting tubing on the concentrate side [43]. Circulated 4He will 

degrade the performance of the dilution refrigerator because heat of separation is released 

when the temperature falls below the phase separation temperature within the heat 

exchanger. It also forms a column of superfluid along the inner tube of heat exchanger on 

the concentrate side. Due to the temperature distribution along the heat exchanger 

superfluid 4He will see different temperatures at different regions along the length of tube. 

However superfluid helium has a tendency to accelerate whenever chemical potential μ4 

becomes non-uniform and can lead to vigorous movements. Initially when the refrigerator 

starts the total amount of circulating gas contains rather high fraction of 4He, which 

sometimes produce violent relaxation oscillations leading to sudden increase of 

condensation pressure followed by a surge of pressure in the vapour over the still. 

Moreover the cooling capacity of the refrigerator, which depends on the number of 3He 

atoms diffusing across the phase boundary, is reduced in presence of 4He during the 
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circulation. Since the pumps used for circulation are normally run at near capacity, the 

amount of 3He circulation eventually decreases. Wheatley developed special 4He film flow 

suppressing still to study the effect of circulated 4He [19]. Experiment, in which the 

circulated gas was replaced by pure 3He source, resulted in the mixer temperature 

decreasing from 13mK to 10mK [44].  

3.1.4   Composition of Isotopic Helium Gas Mixture  

The amount of isotopic gas mixture of 3He and 4He needed to fill the refrigerator is 

calculated from the volume of all components, including the room temperature parts of the 

dilution refrigerator. The quantities of 3He and 4He are estimated assuming that at 

equilibrium, 3He completely fills one side of refrigerator, called the concentrated side and 

phase separation occurs in the mixing chamber. 4He along with some fraction of 3He must 

then fill the rest of the refrigerator up to the still, where liquid-gas phase separation occurs. 

The 3He and 4He ratio is selected in such a way that in all conditions of operation, phase 

separation occurs in the mixing chamber.  Too much of 3He, shifts the interface towards 

the dilute side of heat exchanger and the mixing chamber is flooded with pure 3He. In such 

a case the refrigerator would fail to operate. Whereas in the other extreme case of low 

quantity of 3He it may not be as quite as serious. In this case dilute solution completely 

fills the mixing chamber and is further diluted from its equilibrium value. The mixer is 

then said to be starved for 3He and dilution takes place in the concentrated side of the heat 

exchanger. Still this will cause the mixer to cool although the effective length of heat 

exchanger is shortened and leads to performance degradation. Moreover, the position of 

interface in the mixing chamber affects the time constant of the mixer for temperature 

stabilisation. Since pure 3He has a much higher specific heat than the dilute 3He on volume 
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basis so more 3He in the system gives higher time constant, which is desirable for 

maintaining very uniform temperature in the mixer.  

3.1.5   Flow Impedance across Heat Exchanger 

Designing of heat exchanger demands low flow impedance to reduce viscous heating and 

small size to economise the amount of 3He needed and to get a short thermal time 

constant. Viscous heating is more serious in the dilute side than the concentrate side and it 

increases with decreasing temperature. To keep the viscous heating of the two streams in 

the heat exchanger equal, one needs dd~ 1.7 dc [1], where dd and dc are the diameters of 

dilute and concentrate channel of heat exchanger. Wheately et al. [13, 14, 19 and 44] have 

explained arguments that the practical lower limit for Tm is due to viscous heating and 

conduction of heat to the mixing chamber through dilute phase. Frossati[30,45] has 

discussed these problems by considering viscous heating and heat conduction for the 

concentrated and dilute streams for a tube diameter d, with Qvisc  d-4 (assuming Posieuille 

flow) and Qcond  d2 , the sum of the two is  

Qvisc + Qcond = a d-4 + b d2, where a & b are constants.    (3.1) 

Yielding an optimal channel size 

dopt= ( 	 ) /          (3.2) 

Since viscosity and thermal conductivity in both concentrated and dilute streams 

increase with decreasing temperature, their limiting influence becomes more and more 

severe as temperature goes lower. However, larger impedance of flow channel of dilute 

stream results in the requirement of higher osmotic pressure difference to drive the flow of 

dilute 3He from mixing chamber to the still.  
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 3.1.6    Residual Heat Load 

The residual heat load in the mixing chamber happens to be a thermal constraint of the 

dilution refrigerator, when all external sources of heat are removed and is independent of  

3He circulation rate. The minimum temperature in dilution refrigerator for a given flow 푚̇ 

is decided by the residual heat load besides other factors. The flow dependent heat leak is 

much higher and can be minimised by appropriate design of the heat exchangers and 

mixing chamber. In practice, flow dependent heat brought to the mixing chamber by 

viscosity (푄̇ ) and by conduction (푄̇ ) is negligible compared to the incoming load 

from concentrate stream. However at very low temperature this becomes prominent 

because of the  1 푇  dependence of helium viscosity and 1 푇 dependence of the thermal 

conductivity of the liquids. The residual heat leak is likely to come from the exchange gas 

in the IVC, radiation, vibrations, conductions along the supports etc. Part of this leak 

generally decreases with time because of absorption of residual gas on cold surfaces, or 

thermal equilibrium of low diffusive materials. Precaution concerning vibration damping 

is also important for reduction of residual load. 

 Thermal conduction along the support structures can be reduced by choosing 

materials with low thermal conductivity, minimizing the cross section of the structure, 

maximizing its length and by good heat sinking. In addition to conduction in solids, heat 

can also be transported through substances which have condensed on the surface of a solid 

body. If 4He is used as exchange gas in the IVC, a superfluid film of 4He may cover the 

cold surfaces and conducts heat. This mobile film creeps to the warmer regions of the 

machine where it then evaporates. The vapour re-condenses at the colder surfaces, which 

creates an enormous heat load. This may be avoided by pumping on the vacuum space of 
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the IVC for a sufficiently long time and using 3He as an exchange gas instead of 4He. This 

does not become super fluid at temperatures typically encountered in dilution refrigerator. 

 Structural relaxation and creep in the material give rise to time dependent heat load 

[35]. Structural relaxation is the time dependent reduction of stress at constant 

deformation. Creep is defined as the tendency of material to deform permanently resulting 

from long exposure to level of stress below the material yield stress.  Internal stress 

introduced from manufacturing process may already be present in the sample before cool 

down. Stress caused by mechanical loads, such as in support structures, may also relax 

with time and give rise to a time dependent heat release.  

 Both eddy current heating of a conductor, vibrating in magnetic field (for example  

Earth field) and dissipative structural damping of vibrational movement in the cold mass 

give rise to a heat load on a very low temperature dilution refrigerator. A great increase in 

heat dissipation can be observed in samples which are simultaneously subjected to 

vibration and a constant mechanical load such that vibration induces stress beyond the 

elastic limit [46]. In addition the vibration of the cryostat may lead to swaying of phase 

boundary inside the mixing chamber. The viscosity of 3He at millikelvin temperature 

range is considerable and may lead to substantial heating under mechanical vibration or 

movements.  

Conduction through residual gas in the IVC is another source of residual heat in 

dilution refrigerator. Gas particles which do not stick to a surface bounce around in the 

vacuum space and collide both with hot and cold surfaces. Energy is exchanged during 

these gas-wall collisions. The resulting heat flux depends among other parameters on the 

pressure of residual gas. The heat load due to conduction of residual gas is minimized by 

incorporating large number of thermal shields and thereby preventing the gas particles 
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from travelling from hot to cold parts in straight trajectories. This also reduces the 

radiative heat to the mixing chamber. However, the total amount of gas inside the IVC is 

minimized by improving the vacuum and implementing charcoal traps. Furthermore, the 

surfaces inside the vacuum vessels of IVC should be carefully cleaned to remove 

contaminations with a high vapour pressure.  

3.2 Numerical Modeling  

Numerical modeling is a useful tool for simulation of thermal behavior of the dilution 

refrigerator. It is mandatory for the initial design of dilution refrigerator as it greatly 

reduces the risk of any serious design flaws. In modelling the dilution refrigeration process 

we encountered the inherent difficulties of dealing with the varying properties of 

circulating 3He and 4He fluids. The fact that these properties vary with both temperature 

and concentration make them more difficult to thoroughly consider using analytical 

approach.  A numerical model which takes into account these varying properties and deals 

with the design and optimization of a dilution refrigerator just by putting required input 

data, turns out to be a somewhat complex assignment.  To address this problem we have 

developed an integrated simulation tool SIDFO (Simulation of Integrated Dilution 

Refrigerator for Optimization) to design, characterize and optimize dilution refrigerator 

under steady state condition. Moreover, the data of thermodynamic properties are not 

available for all temperatures and composition of 3He /4He and are compiled and 

interpolated wherever necessary from various literatures.  Some of the features that the 

present computer programe SIDFO offers are as follows. 

 Temperature dependence fluid properties. 

 Materials with different Kapitza resistances and its dependence on temperature 

 Viscous heating and axial conduction through fluid 
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 Transient behavior during start-up 

 Variation under different still heater settings  

 Temperature and pressure at different locations 

 Design of individual components and selection of circulating pump 

 Convective instabilities on dilute side 

 Effect of superfluid 4He on concentrate side 

 Osmotic pressure which drives 3He from MC towards still 

 Position of phase separation interface under different operating conditions and gas 

compositions. 

 

While some numerical analyses of the thermo-dynamical processes related to dilution 

refrigeration have been published as discussed in section 1.4, we set forward a different 

approach for simulating a complete and closed cycle of dilution refrigerator based on 

enthalpy balance.  The simulation identifies different abnormalities, which may arise 

during operation and cannot be easily accounted for by any other models. In addition, the 

simulation also takes into account the effect of   arbitrary flow rates and of varying 4He 

concentration in the circulating gas on the resulting performance.  The interplay between 

the still power and flow rate on the cooling power and the mixing chamber temperature is 

also investigated. The possibility of the gravitational convective mixing in the dilute 

solution returning from the mixing chamber to the still is studied for a given design, 

utilizing the variation of temperature and 3He concentration along the dilute side. The 

simulation results are compared with the results obtained experimentally and are found to 

comply well.  This sections discusses the details of numerical modelling, the various 

factors accountable for optimal design and the different means by which the overall 

performance of a dilution refrigerator can be improved are also covered in detail.   
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Figure 3.1 Schematic flow diagram of dilution refrigerator used in simulation 

 

For the sake of computational convenience, the dilution system is considered as 

being composed of four distinct units viz. 4He evaporator (1K pot), Still (3He distillation 

chamber), heat exchanger and mixing chamber. The numerical schemes are framed to 

couple all these units together considering interactions between them (see Appendix B).   

The schematic flow of closed and complete system of the dilution refrigerator under which 

present simulation is based is shown in figure 3.1. This allows a more accurate diagnosis 

of the dilution process than the analysis of separate units. The performance study is 

essentially based on determining the cooling power at mixing chamber temperatures as a 

function of still heater power. The circulating flow rate 푚̇ and the 3He concentration x is 

controlled by the still heater for a given still design. In consequence the condensation of 

the circulating gas is affected and its condensing temperature is calculated iteratively for a 
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given flow rate as follows below.  The meanings of the symbols used in the calculation are 

described at the beginning under List of symbols.  

1. Assume  base temperature of pot, Tpot=1.2K 

2. Compute the maximum possible heat transfer ΔHmax. (=H4.2K – HTpot) 

3. Obtain the enthalpy reduction of the circulating mixture ΔH = ΔHmax ε 

4. If ΔH< Qc, go to step 5 else calculate the pot temperature from the measured cooling 

power at Q =ΔH,   and go back to step 2. 

5. Obtain temperature T of the circulating gas from enthalpy reduction H=H- ΔH 

6. Find the viscosity η and the volume flow rate 푉̇ at Temperature=T and 3He 

concentration x 

7. Calculate the viscous heating inside the flow  impedance Zp, ∆퐻 = 푍 	휂	푉̇   and the 

pressure drop ∆푃 = 푍 	휂	푉̇ 

8. Calculate the condensation temperature and pressure from the enthalpy H= H+ ΔH. 

3.2.1  Still and Molar Flow Rate  

Gas is circulated by the evaporation in the still and produces cooling by maintaining the 

equilibrium concentration of 3He in dilute phase within the mixing chamber. The selection 

of the appropriate still power for a given flow rate with the minimum amount of 4He is 

made through simulation. The presence of 4He in the circulating gas tends to cause phase 

separation at higher temperatures in the concentrated side, hence reduces the cooling 

power.  The least amount of 4He in the circulating gas occurs when the still heater power 

is just enough to suppress the film creep and is defined as the critical heater power Qhc. 

The critical power of the still is computed to have the lowest percentage of 4He in the 

circulating, gas below which the 4He flow rate remains almost constant and depends only 
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on the creep rate. The vapour pressure and 3He concentration in the vapour above still is 

determined from the energy balance for a given still power. For a pump of a given 

throughput, the vapour pressure thus obtained determines the amount of helium circulating 

through the pump. The control volume representing the still for calculation is shown in 

figure 3.2 and satisfies the following conditions.  

1. Energy balance 

2. Same chemical potential of 4He in both MC  and still  i.e. µ4(MC)= µ4(Still) 

3. The flow is limited  by the pump throughput , 푄̇= 푆 	× 	∆푃 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of still and its control volume showing  

flow lines into and out of it 

 

The energy balance is given by          

Q	 + dH − ṁ[H 	x + H (1 − x) − H (푥 , T )] = 0   (3.3)             

The superfluid component of 3He /4He mixture in dilute stream from MC to the still is 
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driven by chemical potential gradient of 4He. The superfluid equation of motion is 

expressed by 

= −∇⃗	휇                      (3.4) 

Where 푣 the superfluid velocity, t is is time and 휇  is the chemical potential of the 4He 

component of the mixture [36]. There are no viscous drag terms in Eq. (3.4) so that the 

superfluid component flows with no viscosity which is true for low enough superfluid 

velocities unlike normal component of the mixture is primarily driven by pressure 

gradient. All viscous effects are associated with the normal component of the mixture. It is 

also assumed that all the flow is hydrodynamic and that the thermal and mass diffusion 

effects can be neglected. In steady flow, the superfluid velocity does not change in time. 

Therefore by Eq. (3.4), the chemical potential of the 4He component of the mixture must 

be same across dilute channel from MC to still. Hence 3He concentration in the dilute 

solution and in the still is computed by exploiting the equilibrium condition expressed by 

 µ4 = µ4
0(T) - П (T, x3) V4 =constant [28].       (3.5) 

 where, V4 is the molar volume of 4He in the solution and is approximated by  

V4= 27.58-3.3 x 
3 cm3/mole.         (3.6) 

The effective enthalpy flux in a 3He /4He fluid stream is given by [47] 

(푚̇퐻) = 푚̇ 퐻 + 푚̇ 	휇               (3.7) 

Where H and Hos  are the enthalpy and osmotic enthalpy respectively of the fluid per mole 

of 3He. 푚̇, 푚̇ , 푎푛푑	푚̇  are the molar flow rate of the mixture, 3He and 4He respectively. 

 The osmotic enthalpy is a property of the incoming stream. The expression for the 

effective enthalpy flux works equally well for non-superfluid mixtures both gaseous and 

liquid. Since chemical potential 휇  is the same across dilute channel and 푚 	̇ = 0 under 

steady flow, osmotic enthalpy plays a role completely analogous to the enthalpy. The 
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osmotic enthalpy must be used to describe the enthalpy in the dilute side whereas in the 

MC, the enthalpy of 3He in saturated dilute solution is used.  

 The gradual decrease of 3He  concentration along the dilute channel towards the 

still is computed from Eq. (3.5) & (3.6). The still heater power is estimated for various 

mixing chamber temperatures under steady flow condition. The applied heater power 

Qht>Qhc decides the ultimate temperature and cooling power by controlling the circulation 

flow rate and the 4He concentration. With reduction of the heater power i.e. Qht < Qhc, the 

total flow decreases, although, the steady superfluid films creep will result in an overall 

increase of the 4He concentration. The vapour pressure above the liquid surface is 

estimated from the still temperature Ts and the 3He concentration xs in the liquid phase 

using the following relation [13]:   

푃 =
8.3143	푇 	푥 	푒

.

(27.58	푚∗(푥 ) . )	푥 	10     (3.8) 

The change in flow rate is computed iteratively until the pressure at the pump inlet 

becomes sufficient to maintain the desired volume flow for a given pump capacity. The 

numerical process to determine the flow rate, temperature and 3He concentration in the 

vapour phase involves the following steps: 

1. Assume still temperature Ts=Tpot  

2. Initialize 3He concentration in the liquid phase at still xs=xm 

3. Calculate the 4He chemical potential at the still  µ4s for T=Ts & x=xm 

4. Calculate 4He chemical potential for saturated mixture µ4m for T= Tm 

5. If µ4s≠ µ4m then reduce xs and go to step 3 else go to step 6 

6. Calculate 3He concentration in the vapour phase,  x=xv (Ts, xs) 

7. If xv=x, go to step 8 else reduce Ts and go to step 2 
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8. Calculate vapour pressure Pv (Ts,xs) 

9. Assume pressure at the  pump inlet as Po 

10. Calculate  flow rate for given pump line diameter 

11. Obtain pump inlet pressure Pi from its pumping speed. 

12. If Pi=Po, go to step 13 else Po=Pi and go back to step 10 

13. Print still temperature Ts, mass flow rate m, 3He concentration xs, vapor pressure 

Pv.  

It is necessary to ensure that the pressure at all locations on the concentrate side to be 

larger than the vapour pressure as discussed in earlier section. The total pressure Pc at 

point on the concentrate side at an elevation hc above the phase boundary in the MC is 

given by 

푃 = 푃 + 휌 푔ℎ − 휌 푔ℎ + 	푍 휂 푉̇ + 	푍 휂 푉̇      (3.9) 

Here Ps is the vapour pressure over the still, ρd is the average mass density of dilute 

solution, hd is the elevation of the interface in the still above the phase boundary in the 

MC, ρc is the density of the concentrated 3He and Zd,  휂 	푎푛푑	푉̇  are respectively the 

impedence factor, viscosity and volume flow rate of the dilute side while Zc,  휂 	푎푛푑	푉̇   

represent the same quantities for the concentrate side up from MC to the point in question. 

It is required that Pc > Psat (T), vapour pressure at temperature T. The program 

continuously calculates the pressure at all the points along the concentrate side to ensure 

the desired condition. 

3.2.2 Cooling Power and the Continuous Counter-Flow HeX 

The cooling power at a given mixing chamber temperature is mainly governed by the 

molar flow rate, the incoming concentrated 3He temperature, Ti, from the HeX and the 

presence of 4He in the circulating mixture. The temperature Ti primarily depends on the 
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molar flow rate 푚̇ and the mixing chamber temperature, Tm, for a given heat exchanger 

design. Ti  is virtually independent of the still temperature, whereas the 4He concentration 

increases with molar flow rate.  Basically the total molar flow rate 푚̇ and the 3He 

concentration x are controlled by the associated mechanical system of still and heater 

power. In the present simulation, the flow rate and the 3He concentration are calculated for 

our still design for various still heater powers. The generalized cooling power Qm in the 

MC with a molar flow rate 푚̇ and 3He concentration x is given by the energy balance in 

the MC as put forward by Radebaugh [28] 

Q = 푚̇ 푥H	 [T	 ] − ( ) 	 [ 	 ]
	

+ 	 ( ) 	 [ 	 ]
	

     (3.10) 

It is assumed that the phase boundary between the dilute and the concentrated phase is 

isothermal and that its temperature Tm is equal to that of the dilute solution in the mixing 

chamber. Due to the presence of  4He in the circulating mixture the amount of pure 3He 

available for refrigeration is reduced to 푚̇( ( )
	
	) and the dilute solution already 

separated out at Ti will contain  푚̇ x ( ( )	
	

) moles of 3He and thus the expression for 

cooling power in the MC is obtained assuming a negligible quantity of 4He. Therefore the 

above Eq. (3.9) for x=1 reduces to:   

푄 = 푚̇(H	 [T	 ] − H	 [T	 ])        (3.11) 

 This is the simplified expression used by several authors [6, 16, 30, 31, and 33] for 

the cooling power calculation. In practice, 4He will always be present under both higher 

and lower flow rates. The film creep effect enhances the 4He percentage in the circulating 

gas below the critical heater power. Also, above the critical power 4He concentration 

begins to increase with the heater power. Given that the cooling power degrades with the 

increase of 4He concentration in the circulating 3He, we find out the optimum heater power 

for minimizing the circulating 4He percentage. The simple expression for the enthalpies of 
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the dilute and concentrated phases given the linear variation of the specific heat below 

50mK [6, 33] are approximated by:   

Cc(T)=22 T  J/(mole-K)  and  Cd(T)=106 T  J/(mole-K)      (3.12) 

The fact that the chemical potentials of the concentrated and  dilute phase in the MC must 

be equal, results in the following expressions for the enthalpies neglecting an integration 

constant, Hc(0)=0. 

Hl(T)=95 T2  J/(mole-K2)  and  H30(T)=11 T2  J/(mole-K2)    (3.13) 

The saturated 3He concentration at temperature Ti is given by [31] 

x = 0.0648(1 + 8.4Ti + 9.4Ti )        (3.14) 

Hence the cooling power/molar flow rate below 50mK from Eq. (3.9) is reduced by using 

Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) respectively. 

Qm/푚̇ = (C1 - Ti
 2 C2- Ti 

3 C3 +Ti 
4 C4+Ti 

5 C5)/C0       (3.15) 

Where,   

C0=0.935-0.544 Ti
2 – 0.609 Ti

3 

C1=88.37 T2 x 

C2=(5.31+x (6.37 + 51.44 T2)) 

C3=57.56 T2 x 

C4=51.44 x -44.63 

C5=57.56 x -49.94 

While in some reported works the ideal condition, assuming x=1 has been taken to 

study the effect of 4He in the circulating gas, we have rather chosen to consider the 

generalized expression for the cooling power (Eq. (3.9)). However, if we do indeed limit 

ourselves to the special case of x=1 then our results reproduce those of other workers. 

We have made a spiral coiled type heat exchanger manufactured from Cu-Ni tube.  

This avoids the difficulty of including the very complex behavior of the heat exchange 
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across sinters which is not only temperature and concentration dependent but also varies 

with the geometry. 

The temperature Ti of the incoming 3He, at the exit of the HeX depends on the 

performance of the heat exchanger and is a strong function of the Kapitza resistance 

between the wall and the fluid. To ensure the maximum possible heat exchange between 

the concentrated and dilute phase effective surface area, flow rate and tube sizes have been 

optimally determined using SIDFO for improved performance.   

An analysis of the continuous counter-flow heat exchanger is based on two coupled 

differential equations corresponding to the dilute and concentrated phases. 

Dilute phase:                     

  푆	 	 푘푑	 	 + 	휇	푉	 	 	 + 	
	 	

= ̇ 	 	 	
	      (3.16) 

Concentrated phase:        

 	푆	 	 푘푐	 	 + 	휇	푉	 	 	 + 	
	 	

= ̇ 	 	 	       (3.17) 

where the three terms on the LHS represent the axial thermal conduction, viscous 

heating and radial heat exchange respectively.  The thermal conductivity and viscosity 

both increase with decreasing temperature for 3He in both the dilute and concentrated 

phases. The viscous heating from the liquid flow is proportional to the flow impedance 

and depends on the geometry of the tubes used.  Since the heat exchanger material has a 

thermal conductance much greater than the Kapitza conductance, thermal gradient across 

the heat exchanger body is neglected. This means that we can take the temperature on 

either sides of the heat exchange material separating the concentrated and dilute solution 

as being the same. The heat is transferred via two Kapitza resistances in series, consisting 

of Kapitza resistance between the concentrated 3He and the heat exchanger wall, and that 

between the wall and the dilute 3He. The small difference between the heat exchange 
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surface area corresponding to concentrate and dilute side is neglected and the average 

Kapitza resistivity 푅	 	is obtained from the sum of the two Kapitza resistances in series.  

The continuous variation of the temperature and 3He concentration along the dilute side is 

obtained by assuming a constant chemical potential of the 4He in the dilute side of the heat 

exchanger. Since these equations cannot be solved analytically, we solve them numerically 

with somewhat simplified assumptions and appropriate boundary conditions: a) the 

thermal conduction term is neglected, b) the effective surface area per unit length of the 

exchanger is taken as constant, c) the heat transfer rate along a length of dx is given by ΔQ 

= ( )	 	
		 	

 , and d) at the entry of the dilute side Td=Tmc .  

 Frossati et al. [30] and later Takano [32] have solved the above Eq. (3.16) and Eq. 

(3.17) assuming perfect continuous heat exchanger and thus neglected the first two terms. 

Using the specific heat relation from Eq. (3.12), the above equations reduce to 

		 	 	 	 = 	4.8		푇	 	 	         (3.18) 

	 	 	 	 = . 	 	( )
̇ 	

         (3.19) 

Frossati solved Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) by assuming the warm end temperatures of the HeX 

(both dilute and concentrated sides) to be far from Tmc and obtained the relation of cooling 

power: 

Qm/푚̇ = 95	푇 − . 	 ̇ 	 	
		

	                    (3.20) 

Takano alternatively assumed Td (0) =Tm during integration of Eq. (3.18) and found the 

relation for cooling power to be: 

Qm/푚̇ = 	( 	 )
	 .

          (3.21) 

where Cons =퐸푥푝[	 . 	 	 	̇ 	 . 	 	
	 ̇

]  
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The complete solution involving the parameters affecting the performance of the heat 

exchanger is indeed a difficult problem in terms of numerical convergence and 

formulation. In the present simulation the heat balance Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17) are 

numerically solved to obtain the temperature distribution along the length of the heat 

exchanger on both dilute and concentrated sides by subdivision into N small sections of 

length dx. The input to the first section on the concentrated side is taken from the still heat 

exchanger output. The lowest temperature in the dilute side of the HeX is assumed to be 

the MC temperature Tm. The outlet temperature of one section happens to be the inlet 

temperature of the next section. Thus the temperature of different sections are related by 

Tn+1,c(input)=Tn,c(output) 

Tn+1,d(input)=Tn,d(output) 

The input to the first section in the concentrated side is still temperature Ts. The 

mixer temperature is taken as the input temperature on the dilute side of the last, Nth 

section.  

T1,c=Ts , still temperature 

TN,d=Tm, mixing chamber temperature 

By balancing the change in enthalpy in each sections and using the temperature 

dependent properties of liquid helium, the heat exchanger problem is solved by iterative 

numerical process. The heat transfer between the two phases is limited by Kapitza thermal 

boundary resistance and not the thermal conductivity of the heat exchanger material. To 

achieve the given base temperature of the mixer and maintaining a constant chemical 

potential across the dilute side, the concentration of 3He flowing through the dilute side 

was obtained through several iterations. The presence of excess 4He in the circulating gas 

and the resulting phase separation along with thermal effects are probed by the program 

and presented here.   
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 Convective instability that may grow in the dilute stream for a given geometry of 

the HeX is already discussed. To study and estimate this instability, two layers of fluid 

separated vertically by a distance z are considered. The fluid layer is driven by the 

gravitational force vertically downwards.  The driving force per unit volume for the 

gravitation wave between two layers can be written as  

퐹 = 푔	(휌 − 휌 ) = 푔	 푧       (3.22) 

It can be written as  

퐹 = 휌푔	 푧 = 휌푔훽	 푧        ( 3.23) 

Where,  and g are coefficient of thermal expansion and acceleration due to gravity 

respectively. ρ1 and ρ2 are the solution density ρ of the fluid at temperature T and T + dT 

respectively.  is the temperature gradient along the z direction ( along the tube axis). 

Gravitational wave Equation can be written as  

휌푔훽	 푧 = −휌	푁 	푧          (3.24)   

Where N is the frequency of the gravitational wave and  푁 = 푔훽	  

The conditions for the existence of convective instability and for the gravitational waves 

are closely related [42]. For exponentially growing wave	푁 < 0. The gravitational force 

is opposed by the viscosity and the thermal conductivity of the fluid. From the dispersion 

relation of plane gravitational wave propagating through a classical one component fluid it 

can be written the condition for the growing wave [42] 푊푅 ≅ 퐺	푃 > 1 

Where 퐺	 =   and 푃 = 	  are the Grashof and Prandtl numbers for one component 

fluid. d is the characteristic length perpendicular to the tube axis and to the plane of the 

flow, 휈 = 휇/휌, viscosity of the fluid. Here d is taken as the radius of the heat exchanger 

tube. Therefore WR can be written as 
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푊푅 =
	

=
	
	         (3.25) 

Or 

푊푅 =
	
	 =

	
	         (3.26) 

where 휒 =  k and Cµ4 are thermal conductivity and the specific heat at constant 

chemical potential of 4He respectively.  

Since 훽 = 	  

For the dilute solution [19] 

 훽 ≈ 0.53	           (3.27) 

where, x is the mole fraction of 3He. Value of k, Cµ4 and µ are taken for dilute solution of 

3He. The dimensionless parameter, WR responsible for growing wave is calculated under a 

given flow conditions and geometry of the HeX. This probes the convective instability in 

circulating fluid of DR along dilute side.  

Effect of superfluid 4He on the concentrated side of HeX is already discussed. 

Excess 4He in concentrated stream will form a column of superfluid along the inner tube 

of heat exchanger and is in dynamic equilibrium with concentrated 3He. Due to the 

temperature distribution along the tube superfluid 4He will see different temperature of 

concentrated 3He at different regions along the length of the tube. The 3He will flow 

through the superfluid column. One end of the column is at temperature TL and saturated 

with 3He at this temperature. The resultant partial potential for 4He at zero pressure is 

µ4(TL,xL,0). Other end of the column is at temperature TH, saturated with 3He at this 

temperature and a pressure P. TH is greater than TL. The superfluid does not accelerate if  

휇 (푇 ,푥 , 0) = 휇 (푇 ,푥 , 0) + 푉 	푃       (3.28) 

Where, V4 is molar volume of 4He.  
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Eq. (3.28) provides the maximum transient pressure across a non-accelerating column of 

superfluid with temperatures TH and TL respectively along the concentrated side.  

 However at higher temperatures, it is possible for the 4He from the MC to diffuse 

up the incoming 3He stream to cause some dilution above the MC. If the velocity of the 

incoming 3He stream is high, 4He will be prevented from diffusing up as high as the heat 

exchanger. Expressed analytically, the stream leaving the heat exchanger will be pure 3He 

for ̇ 	
	

≫ 1 whereas for ̇ 	
	

≪ 1 the stream will have the same composition as the 

concentrate phases in the mixer [28]. In this expression L is the length of tubing from the 

HeX to the MC, Vm is the molar volume of the incoming stream, D is the diffusion 

coefficient of 4He in 3He and 푆  is the cross-sectional area of tube. In practice, something 

between the two extremes most likely will occur.  

 Considering the known impedances for both dilute and concentrated sides, the 

viscous heating and the pressure drop across the heat exchanger have been calculated.  The 

computation ensures that the pressure difference in the dilute side is reasonably less than 

the osmotic pressure to maintain continuous flow of 3He from MC to Still.  

The viscosities of the concentrated and dilute phases are assumed to vary with 

temperature as;  

ηc=(1.8	10 )/T  Pa-sec              (3.29) 

ηd=(5	10 )/T  Pa-sec          (3.30) 

 The iteration starts with an initial guess value of the warm end temperature of the 

dilute side and calculates the final Nth temperature which successively converges towards 

the mixing chamber temperature to within an accuracy of ±1mK. During each iteration, 

the temperature increment ΔT of the dilute side (warm end) continuously changes 

depending on the difference between the final Nth temperature and desired mixing 

chamber temperature (Tm). The 3He concentration x is calculated iteratively in a similar 
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way for each section of the dilute side assuming constant 4He chemical potential. The 

enthalpy of each section for both dilute and concentrated sides is successively obtained 

from the energy balance and the corresponding temperature is iteratively calculated until 

an accuracy of ±1mK is reached. The enthalpy data is taken from Radebaugh’s 

compilations [28] and in the case of the dilute solution the enthalpy is a function of mixer 

temperature due to its dependence on concentrations.   The results so obtained are also 

influenced by the number of sections which heat exchanger is divided into. The computer 

program was modified to incorporate variable number of sections depending on the 

temperature gradient. The conduction heat load to the mixing chamber arising from the 

finite temperature gradient at the junction is calculated for both concentrated and dilute 

sides. The expression for the Kapitza resistivity coefficient (T-3 -dependent) between 

helium and the HeX wall is taken from literature [49]. The following numerical steps were 

followed for the HeX simulation; 

1. Divide the heat exchanger into N sections of equal length dx  

2. Assume the exit temperature of the first section on the dilute side T1d 

3. Calculate the 4He chemical potential at the mixing chamber µ4m  at T=Tm 

4. Assume the 3He concentration on the dilute side xid=xm 

5. Find the 4He chemical potential µ4i at T=Tid & x=xid 

6. If µ4i = µ4m go to step 8, else reduce xid and go back to 5 

7. Find the volume flow rate on both dilute Vid and concentrated side Vic 

8. Calculate the enthalpies and pressure drop on both dilute and concentrated sides 

over the ith section using energy balance 

9. Find temperatures and concentration on both dilute and concentrated sides from 

corresponding enthalpies. 

10. Repeat steps 4-9 for i=1 to n 
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11. If Tnd=Tm go to step 13 else reduce T1d and go back to step 4 

12. Calculate the thermal conduction load at the mixing chamber on both dilute Qd and 

concentrated sides Qc from the temperature gradients at the nth section 

13. Print Tnc, T1d Qc & Qd. 

3.3   Results and Discussion 

The cooling power per unit molar flow rate is calculated and compared with the Frossati 

and Takano models. The cooling power shown in figure 3.3  is normalized with respect to 

the maximum upper bound cooling power Qm,.max at MC temperature Tm  and is given by 

Eq. (3.11) with Ti=Tm 

Qm.max=푚̇[Hd(Tm,x)-H30(Tm)] ~ 푚̇84Tm
2watt            (3.31) 

The MC temperature Tm is normalized to the base temperature of the dilution refrigerator 

in the absence of any heat leak i.e. where Qm=0. Figure 3.3 shows the expected 

temperature squared relationship at higher temperatures. 

Since we are assuming an integrated closed system, the boundary conditions are 

fixed by the ancillary components unlike in the Frossati, and Takano models [30, 32 and 

50]. The warm-end temperature on the concentrated side of the HeX is obtained from the 

output of still module and the cold-end dilute side is assumed to be at the mixing chamber 

temperature Tm. Unlike analytical expressions for helium enthalpies (Eq. 3.13) used by 

others, the present method used the data of Radebaugh compilation [28] at all 

temperatures during the calculation.  Figure 3.4 reveals that towards the higher 

temperatures the maximum cooling power computed from compiled data somewhat lower 

than that obtained from T2 dependent relationship (Eq. 3.31).  This finding stems from the 

fact that small but finite linear temperature dependencies of enthalpies occur towards 
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relatively higher temperatures. Consequently T2 -dependence of enthalpies will 

approximate the energy balance during HeX calculation. 

 

Figure 3.3 Normalized cooling power verses normalized temperature based on Frossati, 

Takano and the present model 

From figure 3.5 we see that the presence of   4He in the circulating gas reduces the 

cooling power from its maximum value for x=1. The present simulation takes into account 

variation of x during calculation under different mixing chamber temperatures and flow 

rates. At higher mixing chamber temperatures the incoming 3He tends to attain the MC 

temperature very closely as shown in figure 3.6 and the same cooling power given by Eq. 

(3.31) is obtained. 

The molar flow rate for 3He and 4He with different heater powers is shown in 

figure 3.7(a). The maximum flow rate for the present design is about 150 µmoles/sec, 

which is decided by the pump and the size of its connecting tubes. Assuming clean and 

smooth metal surface, the superfluid film creep at the entry of the still pumping line is 

calculated to be about 2-3 micro moles/sec on the basis of its geometry. To vaporize this  
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of the maximum cooling power for Ti=Tm 

 
Figure 3.5 Degradation of cooling power with 4He percentage in the circulating flow 

 

film flow, the required heat input amounts to the difference in enthalpy of 4He between 

still temperature Ts and Tλ coupled with the heat of vaporization at Tλ [48]. As such the 
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estimated critical power, Qhc of the still turns to be 0.4-0.5mW. Owing to the large thermal 

conductivity of the superfluid, the 4He flow rate remains nearly constant below the critical  

power and is largely commensurate with the film creep rate [19, 48] as seen in Figure 

3.7(a). The total molar flow rate at the critical heater power is about 20 µmoles/sec with 

traces of 4He concentration, and increases with increasing still heater power. The 

measurement is carried out for total flow rate (He3 + He4) using Hasting make flow meter  

 

Figure 3.6 Decrease of incoming 3He temperature Ti with MC temperature  

for a given flow rate 푚̇ 

under different still heater power as shown in figure 3.7(b). It is observed that measured 

flows are more than the calculated values for all the heater settings. This may be due to 

due to the additional heat load to the still which is not considered during simulation. The 

measurement may also involve an error in the flow measurement which is calibrated to 

±1% of FS. Though the effect of superfluid creep on flow rate is not visible in the 

measurement at lower still power.  
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Figure 3.7  (a)Variation of molar flow rate on still heater power showing the film 

suppression effect and (b) comparison with measurement for total flow (He3 + He4) 

 
 The continuous counter flow heat exchanger below the still has about 80 cm2 of 

geometrical surface area over a length of 1 meter where heat transfer occurs. Figure 3.8 

shows the effect of molar flow rate on the minimum temperature which largely depends on 

the heat exchange surface area. This minimum temperature may not be achievable in 

practice since the flow required may not be realized due to high heat load on the still. For 

the given surface area, a higher circulation flow rate arising from increased heater power 

may result in the positive effect of more 3He atoms crossing the phase boundary. This is 

likely to offset the negative effect of an increasing heat load to the mixing chamber from 

the increased temperature of the incoming concentrated stream (figure 3.6). Ultimately the 

residual heat load decides the minimum temperature achieved during operation of the 

dilution refrigerator. The steady state behavior of the dilution refrigerator under different 

still heater settings is experimentally studied. The mixing chamber temperature under ten 
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different heater settings are measured while giving sufficient time to reach equilibrium in 

between measurements. This is plotted in figure 3.8 which clearly indicates optimum flow  

 

Figure 3.8 Comparison of simulation and measurement of mixing chamber temperature 

under different still heater powers. 

condition. Uncertainties in the temperature measurement do not amount to more than ± 

0.5mK and was calibrated upto 25 mK. In figure 3.8, the results from the numerical 

simulation are given as solid lines. The reduction of geometric surface area of the HeX 

especially under high circulation flow rate necessitates, to fits the experimental data by 

choosing an appropriate ratio between the effective and the geometric surface of the HeX  

( Seff/Sgeom) as well as residual heat load Qmr to the MC[32, 34]. This indicates that the part 

of the surface area does not participate in heat exchange between dilute and concentrate 

side of the refrigerator. So the simulations are carried out assuming a suitable ratio of 

Seff/Sgeom and the residual heat load Qmr.  The cooling power against different MC 

temperatures are calculated and plotted in figure 3.9 along with a measured data. During 

the measurement still power remains same at ~ 0.4mW.  However, Kapitza resistance and 
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its variation with temperature add another uncertainty for predicting the cooling power of 

refrigerator.  

 

Figure 3.9 Comparison between simulation and measurement for applied power Qm to the 

mixing chamber under different MC temperature for still power of 0.4mW 

 

The degradation of cooling power beyond a certain flow rate is attributed to viscous 

heating and the increase of 4He in the circulating gas. Moreover, in the case of high flow 

rate, the maximum heat exchange between the concentrated and dilute phases is 

constrained by the Kapitza conductance. The viscous heating is virtually independent of 

MC temperature and is found to be 5-6 micro-watts at a molar flow of 150 micro-

moles/sec assuming concentrated and dilute flow impedances of 8×109 /cm3 and 1× 107 

/cm3 respectively. It is interesting to note that the lower cooling power at higher MC 

temperature say, 100mK endow with the lowest temperature whereas higher still power is 

appropriate to obtain more cooling power at higher MC temperature.  
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 The temperature of the still provides the primary information about molar flow rate 

under steady state situation and their relationship is presented in figure 3.10(b) along with 

experimental data. The figure 3.10(a) shows that the flow rate of 4He tends to increase 

with the still temperature. Evidently, the measure of 4He concentration at 0.6K, 

temperature becomes minimum corresponding to a critical power of about 0.4mW. 

Figure 3.10 Relation between the total molar flow rate, the He4 concentration  

in the circulating gas and the still temperature Ts. 

The variation with flow rate of the osmotic pressure difference between the mixing 

chamber and still for different mixing chamber temperatures is shown in figure 3.11. This 

figure indicates that to maintain a continuous flow of 3He through the dilute channel, the 

osmotic pressure difference (π) between the mixing chamber and the still should be 

maintained higher than the pressure drop across the dilute side of the refrigerator which 

primarily depends on the dilute-side impedance of the heat exchanger. It can be seen from 

Figure 3.11 that the osmotic pressure remains almost constant for flow rates varying 

between 40 micro-moles/s and 120 micro moles/s (50mK-80mK). Model simulation 
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reveals that the osmotic pressure decreases for both higher and lower flow rates. For a 

design temperature of 50mK, the maximum pressure drop across the dilute side of the 

HeX  is less than 1 mbar for an impedance of 1×  107 /cm3.  For temperature of more than 

80mK the osmotic pressure difference decreases sharply at lower flow rates which 

necessitates operation at a higher flow rate for a higher mixing chamber temperature and 

vice versa (higher flow rate from higher still power giving higher osmotic pressure). For 

lower temperatures (10mK) the still power is comparatively less, with the lower flow rate 

being sufficient to maintain adequate osmotic pressure. 

 

Figure 3.11 Variation of osmotic pressure across mixing chamber and still with molar flow 

rate for various mixing chamber temperatures 

 A proper pressure distribution on the concentrated side of circulating mixture is 

maintained by flow impedance as mentioned earlier in section 2.1.3 .These impedances 

settles the circulation of He3. However very high impedance could results temperature rise 

due to isenthalpic expansion of the liquid. In our design the circulation rate varies from 

about 10-150 µmoles/sec and accordingly the impedances are fixed. The pressure at the 
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condenser relative to vapour pressure Psat  is plotted for different condensing temperatures 

(Tpot), under three different  still power settings is shown in figure 3.12. In our case the 

condensing temperature is about 1.2 K with measured cooling power of about 18mW 

which could provides the maximum condensing rate of about 180 µmoles/sec.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 Required pressure margins with respect to He3 vapour pressure before still 

under three different heater settings 

It is estimated that about 70 mbar of pump discharge pressure is required in 

maximum flow condition to maintain pressure along the concentrate channel of the DR 

without exceeding the vapour pressure at any location. Whereas total pressure head to 

maintain continuous flow for different still heater settings is shown in figure 3.13 with 

maximum ΔP= 40 mbar at still power of 8mW. The condensing temperature has a little 

effect on the ΔP with marginal increase at lower temperature owing to viscosity increase.  

The pressure head ΔP increases about 20 mabr with increase of still power which is 
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provided by the increase of pump discharge pressure with flow rate. This enables to 

maintain almost negligible pressure before mixing chamber.  

 
 

Figure 3.13 Variation of total pressure head with still heater power under three different 

pot temperatures 

The typical temperature distribution along the heat exchanger is determined for a 

flow rate of 20 µmoles/sec and TMC= 50mK and shown in figure 3.14. Using the 

temperature distribution along the HeX in the dilute side, parameter WR defined by Eq. 

(3.26)   is determined. The convective instability is damped if the parameter, WR is kept 

well below 1.0 as discussed by Whitely J.C [19] and Warkentin P.A [42]. This parameter 

is plotted in figure 3.15 (b) as a function of temperature of dilute stream. The dilute phase 

of 3He is heated by exchanging the heat with the concentrated phase of 3He, as it moves 

from mixing chamber side to the still side along the outer tube of the heat exchanger.  

It is seen from the figure 3.15(b), that the value of WR increases with the diameter 

of the outer tube. It also increases with the temperature for a known diameter. This is due 
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to the fact that the temperature gradient,   and also the term   increase along the 

higher temperature side near still of the dilute stream.  In figure 3.15(a) the parameter, 

	
       designated as ‘par’ which is responsible for the convection to occur is plotted  

 
 

Figure 3.14 Typical temperature profile along the HeX for Tmc=50mK 
  

as a function of temperature of dilute stream for diameter of 4 mm. It is observed that 

convective instability is most likely to grow in the vicinity of 100 mK. So, one can choose 

the tube of lower diameter at the mixing chamber side and higher diameter at the still end. 

Choosing the of higher diameter of tube in dilute side one can decrease the viscous heating 

of the fluid, but possibility of growing convective instability occurs much earlier. It 

imposed the low temperature limit in the dilution refrigerator. 

The Eq. (3.28) is solved numerically by considering a number of superfluid 

columns connecting concentrated 3He of different TL and TH. These TL and TH are taken 

from the temperature distribution as shown in figure 3.14. Whereas 3He concentration at 
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these two temperatures is determined from the solubility curve. The maximum transient 

pressure  across a non  accelerating column of superfluid  connecting saturated solution  at  

 
Figure 3.15 Parameters responsible for the convection instability to grow as a function of 

temperature along the dilute channel 

two temperatures TL and TH along the concentrated side of the heat exchanger tube is 

calculated and presented in Table 3.1. This table shows that the maximum build up 

pressure increases as connecting temperatures TL and TH increases. At lower temperature 

the build up pressure is below the pressure available to drive 3He through the system.  

Substantial pressure builds up at higher TH and it may be comparable to the largest 

pressure anywhere in the system. This substantial pressure difference may drive 3He with 

an abnormally high speed against the action of viscosity. To preclude the formation of 

superfluid column one can maintain very high the 3He flow through the heat exchanger. 

Convective instability in the superfluid may also interrupt the uniformity of chemical 

potential (µ4) and it affects in the distribution of osmotic pressure that drive the 3He 

through the superfluid in the dilute stream of the heat exchanger. 
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Table 3.1  

Pressure in torr and temperature in Kelvin 

TH 
 
TC 
 

0.61 0.46 0.39 0.32 0.23 0.12 

0.46 97 -- -- -- -- -- 

0.39 145 48 -- -- -- -- 

0.32 169 73 24 -- -- -- 

0.23 192 95 46 22 -- -- 

0.12 219 123 74 50 28 -- 

0.10 240 143 95 71 48 21 
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Chapter 4  

Thermodynamics and Model Simulation of 

Transient Phenomena 
 

4.1 Introduction 

It is important to have a detailed study and analysis of the dilution refrigerator during cool 

down before reaching its steady state condition. Such a study allows an insight into the 

various parameters responsible for optimal functioning of the machine. It takes few hours 

for condensation of the isotopic gas mixture in the refrigerator which occurs at 1.2-1.5 K. 

For a predetermined gas composition at this temperature, 4He becomes superfluid and 3He 

begins to condense. As the normal circulation starts, phase separation initiates at the high 

temperature end of the concentrated channel of the heat exchanger and eventually the 

interface propagate towards the mixing chamber. All these phenomena are primarily 

governed by the effectiveness of the condenser and heat exchanger, initial isotopic gas 

composition, still heater power and the circulating system. The time variation of all these 

attributes to reach a stable steady-state condition of the dilution refrigerator with optimum 

base temperature and desired cooling power necessitates the numerical modelling and 

simulation under transient conditions.  

 Achieving the steady state condition of a dilution refrigerator primarily relies on 

the condensation of the circulating gas mixture in the 1 K pot and the occurrence of phase 

separation within the mixing chamber. Inside the 1K pot, at the temperature range of 1.2 K 

– 1.5K, 4He becomes superfluid while 3He gas at temperature and pressure remains in the 
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liquid phase. With the passage of time, the temperature of the still gradually falls thereby 

reducing the vapour pressure substantially, this will result in low flow rate which will 

prevent the circulating gas from causing phase separation. The transient process of cool-

down and subsequent phase separation is simulated by extending steady state simulation 

program SIDFO [39]. It incorporate the stages of development preceding the steady state 

condition and obtain the base temperature from a homogenous mixture of liquid 3He and 

superfluid 4He [38]. The consequences of several relevant thermodynamic parameters and 

the composition of isotopic mixture for successful operation of dilution refrigerator are 

discussed in this chapter.  The selection of still heater power and still temperature to set up 

the right conditions during cool-down for optimal performance of the DR have also been 

explored.  

4.2 Process Simulation 

To study the operation of dilution refrigerator during transient conditions, SIDFO is 

extended by introducing a time variable. This analysis is based on a mass and energy 

balance approach involving time-dependent relationship between pressure, volume, 

temperature and 3He concentration. In the simulation subtle changes occurring in the 

process of cool down phenomena ahead of reaching base temperature turns out to be rather 

complex. Formulation for the simulation process requires fundamental understanding of 

the various stages of cooling and the continuous change of fluid properties with change of 

temperature and 3He concentration.  The 3He /4He mixture in a given proportion is 

introduced into the system at about 700-800 mbar of pressure and continuously cools 

down by exchanging heat in the 1K pot. Eventually, both helium isotopes gets condense 

into a homogenous mixture. The simulation is carried out by stringing together each 

component of the system and numerically solving them [38]. Additional auxiliary 
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structured modules are added to modify the process flow sheet easily with minimal 

recoding. The computer program is made modular which means that the code which 

represents each piece of equipment is assembled into one sub-routine. The simulation 

helps to diagnose and identify the system performance as well as control and run for a 

variety of input conditions. The primary goal of the simulator is to calculate values of 

temperature, pressure and 3He concentration of the 3He/4He mixture over time with 

reasonable accuracy for a set of probable input conditions. It is desirable to have phase 

separation in the mixing chamber for optimal performance.  Hence the program precisely 

locates the position of the phase-separation interface during cool-down under different 

operating conditions. The phase separation temperature and 3He concentration in the 

separated mixture for a given composition of mixture is also calculated using a separate 

auxiliary module in the program.  

4.2.1   Process Description 

The dilution refrigerator is assumed to consist of five distinct units which are 

interconnected to make a complete and closed system as discussed earlier in section 3.2 

and the schematics of the process flow is given in figure 3.1. The room-temperature 

circulating pump extracts the mixture from the still and returns it to the dilution unit 

through successive cooling stages at 77K and 4K temperatures before it enters the 

condenser. Simulation relies on the experimental data with a condensation temperature of 

1.2 K with a cooling power of about 18mW [40].  

  As the gas mixture condensed and fills the colder section of the refrigerator, 

normal circulation starts to pump out the vapour from still.  3He content of the circulating 

gas increases as the time progresses and the 4He largely settles down inside the dilute 

channel starting from MC to still.  This ensures continuous circulation and maintains 

dynamic equilibrium at low temperature. This sucked gas is pushed back into the cryostat 
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through the discharge port of the pump. The concentrated mixture leaving the condenser is 

further cooled by the still before it is directed to the main heat exchanger. The heat 

exchanger plays the key role of reducing the temperature of the incoming concentrated 

3He to a temperature close to that of the mixing chamber by exchanging heat with the 

returning dilute solution from the MC. Finally, the concentrated 3He mixture enters the 

MC where the interface between the concentrated and dilute phases occurred.  

The transient cool-down of dilution refrigerator comprises of following discrete steps. 

1. Filling of the dilution insert with the homogenous mixture of 3He /4He with a 

concentration ranges from  25% to 40% of 3He 

2. The condensation of gas mixture by heat exchange with the 1K pot. 

3. The circulation of the mixture by pumping thereby reducing the vapour pressure at 

the still and bringing down the temperature further. 

4. Maintaining the still temperature thru still heater to ensure adequate flow and 

initiation of phase separation. 

5. The phase separation interface gradually reaches the mixing chamber and cools 

further to the base temperature by dilution of 3He atoms in 3He /4He mixture. 

 For optimal performance of the dilution refrigerator, the total amount of mixture 

and ratio of 3He /4He in the mixture must be tuned in order to obtain phase boundaries 

within the MC at desired position. This transient simulation helps to diagnose and avoid 

phase transition in the HeX and avoid degradation of cooling power. While considering 

the 3He /4He ratios inside the dilution refrigerator, the dead volume of the circulating 

pump presumed to be negligible compare to the total volume of the closed circulating 

system. After the occurrence of the phase separation, osmotic drive facilitates the 

continuous flow of 3He across the phase boundary within the MC and produces desired 

cooling effect. 
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4.2.2   Numerical Model 

Each component of the dilution refrigerator is conveniently represented in the form of a 

control volume as already described in the chapter 3. It is important to determine the 

position of the phase separation for possible sets of operating conditions. The circulation 

rate is effectively controlled by the still heater and this in turn controls the heat extraction 

rate in the MC.  Because of the large specific heat of the dilute 3He returning from the MC 

to the still coupled with marginal thermal load from the incoming concentrated phase 

keeps the still on cooling. It is fair to assume that the heat capacity of the metallic part is 

negligible compared with the solution. A realistic way is to consider the volume of the still 

and mixing chamber to be fairly large compared to the total volume of the interconnecting 

pipe lines.  

 Analysis for the heat exchanger is based on two coupled differential Eq. (3.16) & 

Eq. (3.17) corresponding to the dilute and concentrated sides of the exchanger. The details 

of the equations are already described in chapter 3. As earlier, these heat balance equations 

are numerically formulated in order to yield the temperature distribution along the length 

of the heat exchanger on both dilute and concentrated sides. This is achieved by 

subdividing the exchanger into N number of small sections of length dx. The effective 

length of the heat exchanger is determined from the position of phase separation. The 

input to the first section on the concentrated side is taken from the still heat exchanger 

output. The calculation starts with an initial guess temperature on the warm end of the 

dilute side and calculates the final Nth temperature on both dilute and concentrated side of 

the HeX. The outlet temperature of one section is taken to be the inlet temperature of the 

next section. Thus the temperatures of successive sections are related by 

Tn+1,c(input)=Tn,c(output) 
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Tn+1,d(input)=Tn,d(output) 

The input to the first section in the concentrated side is still temperature Ts.  

T1,c=Ts , still temperature 

 The guess temperature at the warm end of dilute side of the HeX is continuously 

varied to satisfy energy conservation in the MC for a time interval, Δt. The enthalpy 

difference between the outgoing dilute and incoming concentrated mixture measures the 

cooling of the mixing chamber as 3He atoms cross the phase boundary and enters into the 

dilute phase. The total moles in the concentrated and dilute phase are computed along with 

the corresponding specific heat that is used for finding the change of temperature. 

푇 = 푇 −
	( ) 	( , )

               (4.1) 

 The temperature of the mixture TN,d obtained from  the heat exchanger module 

must be equal to  the MC temperature Tm . By balancing the change in enthalpy in each 

sections of the HeX and using the properties of two liquid phases, a solution is obtained 

for each time step by iterative numerical process.  

 The Kapitza resistivity between liquid helium and the HeX wall is taken from 

literature [49]. The viscosity of the concentrated and dilute phase is assumed to varies with 

temperature as given by Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.30) respectively. 

The temperature and 3He concentration in the still is determined from the energy balance 

for a given heater power. The available cooling inside the still is given by   

Q = Q	 + dH − ṁ([푥퐻 + (1− 푥)퐻	 ] −퐻 (푥 ,푇 )]       (4.2) 

The number of liquid moles inside the still is obtained from the 3He concentration and its 

liquid volume as: 

푛 = 	
. . 	 . 	

        (4.3) 
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The 3He concentration xs in the still is computed exploiting the equilibrium condition 

expressed by Eq. (3.5) 

Next temperature following the time increment Δt turns out to be 

푇 = 푇 − 	

	( , )	
         (4.4) 

The vapour pressure above the liquid surface is estimated from the still temperature Ts and 

the 3He concentration xs in the liquid phase using Eq. (3.8). 

The pressure at the inlet of the pump is calculated from the pressure drop across the still 

pumping lines, and the flow rate is iteratively computed until the pressure at the pump 

inlet becomes sufficient to maintain the flow for a given speed.   

 The phase separation temperature for a given composition of the 3He /4He solution 

is obtained from the phase diagram of 3He /4He solutions. The solubility curve for a dilute 

solution is given by [31] 

( )
= 0.0648 ∗ (1 + 10 ∗ 푇 )         (4.5) 

And the solubility curve for the concentrated solution is given by [31]  

( )
= 0.85 ∗ 푇 . ∗ Exp[−0.56 푇⁄ ]                           (4.6) 

푥 + 푥 = 푚	푥         (4.7) 

푦 + 푦 = 푚	(1 − 푥)               (4.8) 

 Total number of moles of 3He and 4He remain the same after phase separation. 

Two mass conservation Eq. (4.7) & (4.8) defining the moles of 3He and 4He, and the 

solubility Eq.  (4.5) & (4.6) governing the 3He concentrations are used to find phase 

separation temperature and the 3He concentration in the phase separated mixture.  

The volume of the still containing liquid immediately after the initial filling and before 

circulation begins is written by 

Vs=rr Vmc          (4.9) 
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If the system is filled with n moles of 3He and 4He with concentration xi then 

n Vi=Vmc+Vs+Vhx+Vc                 (4.10) 

where Vi=27,58+7.6 xi +1.65 xi
3 is the molar volume of the initial mixture and Vhx is 

defined as 

Vhx= (Sd+Sc)*L          (4.11) 

where Vhx is the liquid volume inside the HeX and Vc is the liquid volume within the 

condenser.  

Computer program continuously calculates the moles of 3He and 4He for both 

dilute and concentrated side along the HeX. While cooling down, the fraction of change in 

liquid level inside the still relative to the initial level is designated by hs whereas the 

fraction of the mixer volume occupied by dilute solution is represented by hm. By 

neglecting the volume of the room temperature gaseous mixture, hm and hs are obtained by 

solving the following equations  

(1 − ℎ ) ∗ 		 + ℎ ∗ 		 + ℎ ∗ 		 + 푛 + 푛 + 푛 = 푛 ∗ 푥 	     (4.12) 

(1 − ℎ ) ∗ 		 + ℎ ∗ 		 + ℎ ∗ 		 + 푛 + 푛 + 푛 = 푛	   (4.13) 

 The Eq. (4.12) represents the total number of moles of 3He in the system and the 

Eq. (4.13) gives the total number of moles of the solution. All the molar volumes Vmu, Vml 

and Vms are functions of 3He concentration, which continuously varies as cooling, occurs. 

Initially, phase separation occurs inside the HeX at a length Lsep from its warm end side 

then hm=1 and the above two equations can be re-written as 

V + ∗ + V ∗ 		 ∗ + ℎ ∗ 		 + 푛 + 푛 + 푛 = 푛 ∗ 푥 	 

           (4.14) 

[V + ] ∗ + V ∗ 		 ∗ + 		 + 푛 + 푛 + 푛 = 푛						            (4.15) 
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The above four auxiliary equations are used in separate module and is called from the 

main program in each time step to calculate hm and hs, two diagnostic parameters help to 

examine the position of the phase separation within the mixing chamber and liquid volume 

inside the still respectively.  

4.2.3  Solution Method 

The actual solution of the temperature at a given point in time and position is based on the 

known states at previous times. The temperature at the warm end of the dilute side of the 

HeX remains unknown, while the energy conservation condition is defined at the cold end 

side for each time step. This presents a problem because with a downwind scheme the 

entire state at the warm ends is required as a boundary condition. Therefore an iterative 

method of solution was used. The method uses a guess temperature at the warm end of the 

dilute side of HeX , and iteratively solves for the lower temperatures close to the MC. 

These temperatures are compared with the temperature obtained from the energy 

conservation inside the MC. The temperature error was used to update the guess value of 

warm end temperature, and the iterative procedure is continued leading to convergence.  

 The complete solution in transitory stages involving the parameters affecting the 

performance of heat exchanger happens to be rather difficult in terms of numerical 

formulation and convergence. However, convergence of numerical solution while 

maintaining a constant chemical potential across the dilute side was obtained through 

several iterations. Considering the measured impedances for both dilute and concentrated 

sides, viscous heating and pressure drop across the heat exchanger have been estimated. 

The computation ensures that the pressure difference across the dilute side is reasonably 

less than the osmotic pressure to maintain continuous flow of 3He from MC to Still.   
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The numerical convergence is obtained through successive iteration by using a 

suitable relaxation factor to speed up the convergence with an error of less than 1mK. The 

fluid properties for the concentrated and dilute mixture are exploited as the phase 

transitions interface in the inner tube moves down the heat exchanger. The results thus 

obtained are also affected by the number of sectional increments which the heat exchanger 

is divided into. The computer program was modified to incorporate time-dependent 

discretisation of heat exchanger depending on the temperature gradient.  

 In general, the solution of the equations necessitates an under-relaxation technique 

for convergence keeping the iteration process stable without losing any information or 

compromising the precision of outcome. Thus for a given iteration k, the guess 

temperature takes the values in accordance with the following relationships.  

Tk=Tk-1+  ΔTm* ω          (4.16) 

ΔTm=( ΔTm, k-1+ ΔTm,k)*0.5        (4.17) 

Tk is the temperature of the current iteration k, and w is a relaxation factor between 0 and 

1 and was varied during simulation to improve the stability of the solution and the speed 

of computation. ΔTm is the difference of MC temperature obtained from energy 

conservation and output from HeX module. The Eq. (4.17) is used to update ΔTm after 

each iteration until the comparison indicates that the two most recent temperatures are 

within some tolerance limit, usually ±1mK. The solution converges smoothly to the 

desired accuracy after several iterations. The size of the numerical time step relative to the 

size of the numerical space step is chosen carefully to preserve system stability. 

Furthermore, increasing Δt to get faster simulations implies that an increase in dx is also 

required to maintain stability and thus a loss of spatial resolution is manifested tending the 

solution to diverge. 
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Figure 4.1 Algorithm used in transient simulation for extended SIDFO. It involves sub-

routines for each components making up the complete dilution refrigerator 

 

Calculate enthalpy of 
circulating mixture at 4K 

Guess dilute warm end temperature of HeX, Tguess 

Tm=Tm-( Δt*ΔQm )/n Cd 

Calculate He3 concentration in still, 
xs from µ4=constant 

Solve pressure drop across pumping lines 
And obtain pressure at the pump inlet Pi 

 

Calculate vapour pressure above still 

Calculate steady state parameters for  
 homogenous mixture at time=0 

Set flow rate m=200µmoles/sec. and Δt=1 

time =0 

Call still heat-exchanger routine  

Call HeX routine 

Calculate total moles for cooling (n) 
& cooling power ΔQm 

 

Calculate total moles inside still, ns 

& cooling power ΔQs 

m= Pi Sp/ R*T 

Update Tguess based on 
solution results 

Ts=Ts- ( Δt*ΔQs )/ns Cd  

time =time +Δt 

Call condenser heat-exchanger routine  

START 

Is Tm equal to dilue side 
cold end temperature ? 

Tm< 50mK 

m>Pi Sp/ R*T 

END 

N 

Y 

Y 
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Most of the input/output (I/O) is made via files to keep the tedious process of data entry 

minimum. We present a flow sheet in figure 4.1 of the process simulation coupled with the 

mass and energy balance used in the model. Owing to the sensitivity of the process to 

small changes in temperature in the thermo-physical region of interest all calculations 

were done in double precision. 

4.3  Results and Discussion 

The MC temperature variation with time during cool-down under four different still 

temperatures is shown in figure 4.2. This illustrates the simulated results obtained from the 

numerical computations carried out. It is found that for a typical still temperature of 0.6 K, 

it takes about three hours after the beginning of circulation, to reach the operating 

condition, which agrees well with the times reported elsewhere for operating machines 

[48, 51, and 52].  However, calculation assumes a zero residual loads and negligible 

specific heat of the metallic components. For comparison the measurement performed 

during experimental run is also shown alongside.  During operation it was seen that as the 

rate of cooling decreases still power is varied and the still warmed to about 0.7K however, 

MC continues to cool. The still power was readjusted manually to maintain its temperature 

to about 0.6K as MC smoothly cools down. The figure shows that there is a noticeable 

change in slope of the temperature profile during the first couple of hours. This indicates 

that the entire HeX becomes effective and the cooling occurs at a faster rate causing a 

sharp decrease in temperature. Finally, the cooling rate becomes very slow as the MC 

temperature reduces further. It can be seen from the profile that, neither higher still 

temperature (~0.8K) nor lower still temperatures (~0.4K) results in tangible phase 

separation. At relatively high temperature large amount of vapour will be produced having 

significant amount of 4He in the circulating mixer that give rise to higher flow rate. This 
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high flow with large quantity of 4He tends to ensue instability in the condenser and phase 

separation is impeded, while a relatively low still temperature produces a small amount of 

3He circulation which is hardly sufficient to generate phase separation. Since, we need to 

arrive at a situation where adequate flow of 3He with minimum amount of 4He in the 

circulating gas to occur, during the measurement, an optimum still temperature was 

maintained. 

 

Figure 4.2 Cool-down of MC under four different still temperatures along  

with experimental cool-down curve 

Determination of the appropriate heater power which is needed to achieve the operating 

temperature is also estimated using extended SIDFO and plotted in figure 4.3 for three 

different still temperatures. Lower still temperatures lead to longer cool-down times, and 

temperature above 0.6K cooling time remains almost unchanged.  In practice, instabilities 

sets in towards higher still temperature [48]. For a given still temperature, heater power 

gradually increases and subsequently reduces as the phase separation reaches the MC. The 

optimum still power during operation of the machine is obtained by observing carefully its 
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behaviour. Extended SIDFO analysis reveals that a still temperature of 0.6-0.7K is 

sufficient to yield the necessary osmotic pressure for maintaining a continuous flow of 3He 

across the dilute side and phase separation to occur inside the MC for a mixture containing 

30% of 3He. It also shows that a circulation for about two hours is required to get the 

pressure of 0.05 mbar inside the still with a corresponding flow rate of 15-20 µmols/s. 

 

Figure 4.3 Variation of still heater powers with time to maintain a given still temperature. 

 

The results given in table 4.1 are obtained from an auxiliary module by solving the Eq. 

(4.5), (4.6), (4.7) & (4.8) and show that for higher 3He concentration phase separation 

occurs at a relatively higher temperature.  

For a system having excess He3, the most probable consequence is that the system 

will seriously degrade and eventually stop functioning as the phase separation is likely to 

occur in the dilute side of the system. Simulation suggests that as the pumping continues 

the still attains phase separation temperature in about 10-15 minutes and 3He rich mixture 
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with x3>90% fills the concentrated side of the DR while 4He rich mixture occupies the rest 

of the dilute side.  

Table 4.1 
 

Phase separation temperatures under different 3He  

concentration in the 3He /4He mixture 

3He concentration in mixture 

(molar fraction) 

Phase separation temperature 

(K) 

0.2 0.456 

0.25 0.534 

0.3 0.602 

0.35 0.663 

0.4 0.719 

  

 

Figure 4.4 Time evolution of phase separation interface along the length of the  

concentrate channel of HeX 
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Figure 4.4 reveals that as the temperature decreases phase separation in the concentrated 

line of HeX moves towards the MC in an estimated time of ~100 mins from the beginning 

of circulation. As the phase boundary approaches the MC, the efficiency of the HeX 

increases and fills the HeX rapidly with concentrated mixture in the downstream as seen 

from figure 4.5.  The simulation is performed for an initial concentration of 3He (xi=0.3) 

and with two values of rr (=Vs/Vmc) which measures the initial volume of liquid within the 

still while Vmc is filled up with the liquid. As the phase separation interface enters the MC, 

and the system approaches steady state condition, the 3He concentration in the dilute 

solution of the MC and still settles at 6% and 1% respectively as shown in figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.5 Time evolution of accumulated fraction of dilute solution hm , and  

within the MC under two different rr values 

It is always desirable to ensure that the phase separation sits in the MC at all 

operational temperatures.  This is accomplished by choosing the appropriate ratio of 

isotopic composition and initial volume of the mixture. If hm<0 the mixer is flooded with 
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concentrated He3 and the interface will move towards the still or possibly towards the 

HeX. In this case the refrigerator would fail to operate. On the other hands,  hm>1 implies  

Figure 4.6 Time evolution of 3He concentration within the MC and still 

 

Figure 4.7 Fraction of accumulated dilute solution inside MC, hm under different MC 

temperatures considering an initial 3Heconcentration of 0.25 and 0.3 respectively. 
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that dilute solution completely fills the MC and is further diluted from its equilibrium 

value. The dilution inside the concentrated side of HeX will cause the mixer to cool, but at 

the cost of reducing the effective length of the HeX resulting in performance degradation. 

We have estimated the optimum values of these quantities using extended SIDFO, so that 

the phase separation occurs inside the MC. The results are plotted in figure 4.7(a) and 

figure 4.7(b) which correspond to initial 3He concentrations of 0.25 and 0.3 respectively. 

We have considered the liquid volume of the condenser and HeX separately besides MC 

and still during calculation unlike the one given in reference [28], where the liquid volume 

inside the HeX has been negotiated with the volumes of still and mixing chamber and 

assumed a linear concentration gradient along the dilute channel.  It is also noted that the 

value of hs increases with decreasing MC temperature though the value is rather small. 

 

Figure 4.8 Comparisons between simulation results and experimental data for  

transient response of MC temperature by reducing heater power attached to MC. 

The transient behaviour of dilution refrigerator by turning on and off the heater power of 

the MC to reach the thermal equilibrium is calculated and compared with the experimental 
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measurement as shown in figure 4.8. During the experiment, the MC is initially at 100mk 

temperature with its heater power at about 60 µW. The heater power is then turned off and 

temperature is monitored continuously and reach to ~ 50 mK in approximately two hours. 

In the figure 4.8, this simulation is represented by a solid line which is in good agreement 

with the measured values.  
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions and Future Outlook 

5.1    Summary 

This thesis work is set out to develop a reliable and complete thermodynamic simulation 

of dilution refrigerator for a given design. A thermal model is formulated using a 

numerical simulation program SIDFO, based on control-volume approach which is 

precise, efficient and flexible. It can simulate varying process parameters and can be used 

for calculations prior to any process modifications. Further more, with this approach new 

process equipments can be easily added.  

While many analyses and models of the thermodynamical process related to dilution 

refrigerator already exist, the present work describes the congregation of all components 

of the dilution refrigerator making up a complete closed cycle simulation. The simulation 

is further upgraded to accommodate the stages of development preceding the steady state 

condition by introducing time dependent variations. To our knowledge, no comprehensive 

study to investigate the time dependent manifestation of transitory phases in DR has been 

done earlier.  This simulation has enabled us to study the progression of the phase 

interface along the concentrated channel of HeX and its arrival at the mixing chamber for 

a given physical situation. The transient study endows various process parameters 

responsible for the optimal cool-down and operation of the machine. The simulation also 

takes care of the intricate relationships among the subsystems/components and provides a 

better understanding for trouble shooting during operation of the refrigerator. Moreover, 

simulation  has produced several unique results of the underlying phenomena occurring at 
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various stages of the very low temperature process. The presence of 4He in the circulating 

gas and its consequences to the generalized cooling power is thoroughly examined and 

revisited. In addition, the simulation also takes into account the effect of arbitrary flow 

rates in the circulating 3He gas on the resulting performance. The interplay between the 

still power and the flow rate and their effect on the cooling power and the mixing chamber 

temperature is also investigated in details. The composition of isotopic mixture for 

successful operation of the dilution refrigerator is thoroughly analysed. The 

thermodynamic property of helium isotopic mixture has been compiled for different 

temperature range down to sub-kelvin temperature from several literatures for the purpose 

of simulation. 

The results derived from this model are compared to the experimental data obtained 

from different measurements carried out at various laboratories. While estimating cooling 

power with traces of 4He in the circulating gas under different flow conditions, the cooling 

power obtained from simulation provides a better result as compared to others models. 

Significant effort was put for developing the analysis and fabrication of dilution 

refrigeration system as set forth in this thesis. The primary objective was to develop a 

complete simulation tool to design and optimize a dilution refrigerator and gather valuable 

data for practical operation.  

In conclusion, thermo dynamical analysis of steady state and transient processes 

through SIDFO has helped us to conceptualize and design a complete dilution 

refrigeration system. The dilution refrigerator was successfully built and temperature 

down to below 50mK have been achieved and maintained for hours. The results of 

simulation were compared with experimental data derived from measurements during 

operation of the machine and found to be satisfactory. The project is aimed at developing 
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technologies relevant to dilution refrigerator. It is valuable low temperature equipment and 

a convenient tool for low temperature experiments. 

5.2  Scope of Future Works     

The measurement of 4He flow rate present in the circulating gas which does not contribute 

to the cooling process can provide valuable information on the performance of DR, this is 

a direction for future experiments. One of the possible reasons for which we could not 

reach below 40 mK in the experiment carried out is due to high residual heat load in the 

mixing chamber. The most obvious suggestion for future improvement is to eliminate the 

possible sources of residual heat in-leak and make effort to achieve lower temperature. 

However, measuring cooling power at different temperatures and obtaining better results 

happens to be tedious and somewhat uncertain. The efficiency of HeX needs to be 

improved to fit the simulated data with experimental observation which we plan to address 

in future.  At the same time effort can be made to achieve still lower temperature by using 

adiabatic nuclear demagnetisation of selected paramagnetic materials or alloys. Such a 

scheme with a magnetic field would be an excellent experimental facility for condensed 

matter physics as well as basic physics research at ultra low temperatures.  

As the dry system for DR, based on cryo-cooler is getting more popularity owing 

to its simple operation without using liquid helium so a computer program may be tailored 

to include cryo-cooler as a part of its equipment. The present work may further be 

extended to obtain continuous temperature distribution along the dilution insert under 

variable loading condition at different temperatures, to simulate a more realistic 

performance of the machine. Different factors as mentioned in section 3.1 that can degrade 

the performance of the dilution refrigerator requires thorough studies and extensive 

analysis for numerical implementations. In addition, computer simulation requires fine 
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tuning to avoid numerical oscillation and augment the speed of computation. Suggestions 

for future work may involve the development of complete software package that includes 

user friendly interface (GUI) for general use.  
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Appendix A: Flow Impedance Analysis 

The flow of liquid helium inside the capillary impedance driven by the pressure gradient is 

highly inhomogeneous. In general, the capillary characterization and sizing is determined 

experimentally. The liquid helium undergoes phase transition to superfluid with a drop of 

pressure along the length of the impedance resulting in two phase fluid. At the exit, more 

liquid is evaporated creating larger fraction of gas. Detailed analysis of the flow inside the 

capillary is performed numerically considering continuous variation of properties with 

temperature and pressure.  

 

Figure A. Temperature and pressure variation along the length of impedance 

(Zp= 2 × 1012 cm-3) 

In the analysis the capillary impedance is divided into small differential impedances 

connected in series. The pressure drop across each differential impedance is calculated as 

dZp × η × 푉̇, where dZp  is the incremental value of impedance, η  is the viscosity at the 

given temperature and 푉̇ stands for volume flow rate. The volume flow is calculated based 
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on local temperature and the quality of two phase mixture. The subsequent temperature is 

obtained assuming saturated liquid and using its vapour pressure curve. The energy balance 

across each section is used to get the mass which is converted to gaseous phase. It is 

assumed that there is no heat transfer with the surroundings and liquid flows through 

capillary is saturated throughout. Ideally, the partial vapour phase takes away a part of the 

heat from the liquid thereby lowers its temperature. However, in reality the system is not 

adiabatic  cold from the evaporator conducted through the capillary re-condenses the vapour 

inside the capillary.  
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Appendix B: Flow Chart for Steady State Simulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.  Algorithm for simulating steady state 
 

 

푚̇ = 푚̇  , x=1 
 

START 

Tm 

1K Pot 

STILL 

HeX 

Q	 ≠ ṁ[H 	x + H (1 − x) − dH + H (푥 , T )] 

Qm< Qmr 

 

Tm=Tm+0.001 

Qht, Qmr 

П (Tm, x3) - П (Ts, xs) < dPd 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Calculate vapour pressure above still 

Solve pressure drop across pumping lines 
And obtain pressure at the pump inlet Pi 

푚̇= Pi Sp/ R*T 

x=x ± 0.001 

Guess dilute warm end temperature of Hex, Tguess 

Update Tguess based 
on solution results 

END 

Y 

Y 

Calculate enthalpy of 
circulating mixture at 4K 

Is Tm equal to dilue side 
cold end temperature ? 

푚̇>Pi Sp/ R*T 




